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’Out of status’
Iranian students
may be deported

Hayden calls for change
by Craig Henderson
Calling for a change in society and
exhibiting his own personal transition, Tom
Hayden spoke in the S.U. Ballroom Monday
and answered questions during Student Union
Forum on the S.U. Upper Pad.
Almost 400 people gathered to watch the
taping of the KSJS-Radio program Student
Union Forum from noon to 12:30 p.m.
Moderator Cindy Havens and several audience
members asked Hayden questions.
"I was born in 1939 and grew up in a
society of cheap and easy fuel and a throwaway mentality," Hayden said. "We can not
afford the way of life of the last 40 years.
"We need a transition to renewable
resources," he said,adding that the U.S
should gradually phase out nuclear energy and
simultaneously phase in solar energy. According to Hayden, bringing solar energy to
California would create 400,000 jobs a year.
Hayden advocated a nationally owned
energy company, a public representative on the
boards of major oil companies and laws to
restructure oil companies.
"The past 30 years we’ve been increasing
machinery and taking away jobs," Hayden
said. Our economy needs to be more labor
intensive and less capital intensive. Instead of
mass production, put the masses into producing
goods."
Hayden criticized what he called "our
overly mechanized, overly chemicalized
agriculture. We need to move toward more
farm co-ops instead of letting the rich gobble
up the small farms."
"I grew up in Detroit," Hayden said. "My
father worked all his life as an accountant for
Chrysler. He was loyal to his job and loyal to
his country.
"My father worked hard because he felt it
was the American thing to do. He never
doubted that what he was doing was right.
"Now things are different," Hayden said.
"People only work to make enough money to
get away. College students just go through the
motions. They pretend to respect people in
authority while hating them underneath."
Hayden continued, "Challenge those bosses
and teachers to change the structure so it is
meaningful. If they don’t, we ought to move
them aside and make our work and school
meaningful."
An audience member asked Hayden

’College students Just go
through the motions. They
pretend to respect people in
authority while hating them
underneath’
whether the government should give Chrysler
money to keep it from going bankrupt.
"The head of Chrysler is a welfare bum,"
Hayden said. "He’s squandered the most
amount of money and drives around
Washington in a Cadillac asking for a handout
from the government.
"I don’t think we should reward corporate
welfare bums," he said. "But the consequences
are that 300,000 people around the nation will
lose their jobs. My father will lose his pension.
"We should tell them that if they want the
money, they have to rearrange their company
to make it more democratic. Put a worker who
knows something about production on the
board."
Hayden formed Students for a Democratic
Society in 1961 and was a civil rights activist
throughout the ’60s. At the 1968 Democratic
National Convention, he was arrested for
demonstrating and later acquitted as a
member of the "Chicago 7."
Hayden married millionaire-actress Jane
Fonda in 1973. He ran for the Democratic
nomination for U.S. Senator in 1976 and lost.
He formed the Campaign for Economic
Democracy that year and now promotes the
ideas of the CED as chairman of the
organization. Hayden defined economic
democracy as "people determining their
economic future."
During the Student Union Forum,
Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade
member Jane Ferriar asked Hayden, "When
did you sell out? I supported you when you
demonstrated against the system. Now you’re
part of it."
Hayden replied, "My first political act was
registering voters in Mississippi. I’ve always
worked to get people to exercise their power to
run the nation.
"My tactics may have changed, but the
theme has always been the same," he said. "I
don’t think I can be judged morally on the type
of clothes I wear or whether my tactics
changed."
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Tom Hayden sneaks in the Student Union
Hayden urged students to join the Students
for Economic Democracy. "Twenty-five wellorganized people could turn this campus
around," he said.
"Students have always played the role of
the nation’s conscience,- Hayden said.
"Without the student movement, the Vietnam
War would have lasted a lot longer."
The first SED meeting, organized by the
San Jose Chapter of the CED, will meet at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco
Room.

Academic Senate:

CSSA won’t recommend cuts
by Scott Mace
and Steve Hastings
NORTHRIDGE - The California State Student
Association will not be suggesting where the
California State University and Colleges system
budget should be cut - at least not yet.
At its two-day meeting at the Northridge campus,
the CSSA postponed a move to prepare a list of cuts
to vote on next year.
"I think we’ve got to stand behind the CSUC,"
said CSSA President Don Devich. "It would be a
mistake to recommend cuts to the legislature."
Stephen Gerdsen, A.S. president of San Francisco
State University, was opposed to any cuts.
"I don’t think trusting the system has paid off for

us," said Rob Dekoven, A.S. president of San Diego
State University.
The state department of finance asked the CSSA
to come up with budget cut proposals.
CSSA legislative director Steve Glazer said if
students recommended budget cuts, it would give
them "a credible position. It shows our willingness to
look closely at the budget."
June Robertson, CSSA liaison to the chancellor,
said there were "no real areas to cut at this point."
"If the CSUC is to survive, we should continue to
fight for what we think we need," said Jenny
Oropeza, CSU-Long Beach student-body president. "I
don’t think we should be cutting our own throats."
The matter was postponed until the December

CSUC discusses faculty review boards
LONG BEACH - Student participation in the
retention, promotion and tenure of faculty will be the
main topic at today’s meeting of the board of trustees
of the California State University and Colleges
system.
Student trustee Kevin Gallagher could not predict
the outcome of the vote to put students on departmental level RTP committees.
The California State Student Association
recommended voting students representation on RTP

committees.
CSUC Chancellor Glen Durnke is advocating nonvoting representation for students. Dumke strongly
opposes voting representation.,
It would be "very inappropriate" if anybody but
tenured professors could vote, Dumke said.
Two state-wide unions representing CSUC faculty
oppose any student representation on RTP committees.

CSSA meeting.
A.S. president Nancy McFadden introduced a
resolution calling for review of executive order 288,
which allows CSUC university presidents to veto A.S.
budgets.
McFadden suggested that university presidents
only be allowed to veto A.S. budgets if they violate
state law or trustee policy. The motion passed.
Former SJSU President John Bwizel vetoed an
A.S. budget in 1974 when substantital cuts were
suggested in athletic funds.
The CSSA also voted to have roll -call votes on all
matters concerning the legislature or the board of
trustees.
Last year, the A.S. council decided to withhold
payment of CSSA dues until roll-call votes on all
matters were taken.
McFadden said there has been "historical
distrust" between the council and the A.S. president,
and said previous presidents had not always told the
council how they voted at CSSA meetings.
The CSSA vote was a close 6-5 with one abstention.
Harold Katzman, A.S. President of Cal Poly at
Pomona, wanted to know what else the SJSU student
couteil would want from the CSSA.
"San Jose State does not have a laundry list of
things to do," Glazer said.
McFadden said this year’s council will probably
be satisfied with the CSSA action.

Bubble
break!
"We’re taking a
break before finals
start,- said Andre
Knustgraichen as he
and Nancy Cross
relax on the grass
near Tower Hall
photo

by Sean Whaley
As of Monday afternoon, 1,837 Iranian students had
reported to the Immigration and Naturalization Service
branch office in San Francisco.
Of those students, 330 have been found to be out of
status and face hearings before an immigration judge to
determine whether they should be deported, according
to Joseph Brandon, supervisory criminal investigator
for the INS.
The San Francisco office has jurisdiction in all
Northern California counties and the entire state of
Nevada.
Brandon estimated the number of Iranian students
in the jurisdiction of the San Francisco office at 4,0005,000.
The term "out of status" entails many regulations
foreign students must obey. The primary criteria are:
Not having the minimum number of units - 12 units for
undergraduate students and eight for graduate students
and not receiving transfer permission to change schools.
Working without permission or working too much
and failing to renew the visa so as to be allowed to
remain in the country is also an infraction of INS
regulations.
Tom Coke, foreign student adviser at SJSU, said he
knows of a few Iranian students who have gone through
the deportation proceedings and have been given 30
days to leave the country.
He said there is no way of determining the number
of SJSU students who have been asked to leave because
"the INS doesn’t tell us anything."
Brandon said the Iranian students have been given
through Dec. 14 to contact the INS office.
San Francisco INS officers have visited 12 schools in
this area and conducted interviews with 520 Iranian
students.
An additional 1,317 students have come into the San
Francisco office to be interviewed.
Each of the 330 students found to be out of status
has been given a date to appear before an immigration
judge to determine if he or she will be deported.
Several of the Iranian students are expected to
apply for political asylum in the United States.

Mthe Gallegos

Resolution urges
Iranian respect
by Lori Eickmann
The Academic Senate Monday called for a curb in
any hostility directed against Iranian students by the
campus community during the crisis over American
hostages in Tehran.
The sense of the senate resolution states that "the
Academic Senate of SJSU urges all members of the
university community ... to treat Iranian students ... in
the United States as we would like American students
studying in other countries to be treated - specifically,
to respect their constitutional rights to fair and equal
treatment."
It was suggested that the resolution be posted
prominently in each department in the university.
"(Most) of the Iranian students are paranoid as
hell, which is understandable," said David Newman of
the Counseling Department. "I think the Senate asking
the university for support on this issue is appropriate."
Senator George Sicular said the Iranian students
should be shown that "we on this campus care about
them as people. The mere fact we disagree with them
does not give us the right to mistreat them."
Newman added "what we’re asking of the campus is
moderation and respect toward the Iranian students."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said the university
has taken steps to prevent escalating violence between
Iranian and American students. She said the time,
place and manner, but not the content of rallies" on
both sides will be regulated to keep the level of violence
low.
So far, "things have stayed at the lively, though
sometimes angry, debate level," Fullerton said.
In other action, the Executive Committee reported a
petition drive is under way to initiate a faculty
referendum on the Senate’s action regarding students on
faculty personnel committees.
The Senate voted on Nov. 12 to adopt a sense of the
senate resolution which supports student non -voting
participation on faculty Retention, Tenure and
Promotion I RTP) committees as an experiment in 198081
The Senate resolution has been submitted to the
California State University and Colleges Board of
Trustees for their consideration. Senator Peter Buzanski
said the resolution does not reflect faculty sentiments.
"If we win on the referendum, I think the Board
should consider this," he said.
Senators David Elliott and Buzanski will prepare
written arguments to be distributed with the ballots if a
referendum takes place.
Buzanski said his argument will be that "students
can contribute to the RTP process as far as caluating
teaching, advising and counseling abilities, but that
scholarly and artistic activities are also evaluated and
students are not professionally qualified to judge these."
-continued on back page
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Creationism should be explored now
November 28. 1979

Scientific creationists hope to
reach American teachers and
students with their own publications.
The Institute for Creation
Research in San Diego, through its
Creation-l.ife Publishers, issues
more than 1,000 books, magazines,
film strips, school texts and
curriculum plans for all grade
levels.
ICR broadcasts its message
regularly on radio and TV. It has
promoted more than 100 debates on
college campuses.
Scientific creationists insist they
are asserting the scientific creation
theory as a valid alternative to the
theory of evolution, which they say
is based on erroneous data and
misinterpretations.
Creationists place heavy em-

by Christine Merck
Staff Warr

The earth was created in six
days approximately 10,000 years
ago, say some scientists today, and
they want their belief taught in this
country’s public schools.
According to a Science Digest
article by journalist Larry Hatfield,
if "scientific creationism" doesn’t
become part of public school
curriculum, creationist theory
proponents will push to have the
theory of evolution dropped from the
classroom.
The dozens of scientists and
technicians who call themselves
"scientific creationists" Include in
their ranks, engineers, physicists,
enbiologists,
biochemists,
tomologists and physiologists.

evolution doesn’t occur. Bad flies
have been produced, but never a
better fly. And a fruit fly is always a
fruit fly, according to Richard Bliss,
who was once in charge of a
Wisconsin school district’s science
education.
Scientific creationists cite the
First and Second Laws of Thermodynarnics in support of their
theory.
Director of ICR Henry Morris,
who holds degrees in hydraulics,
geology and math believes the
Second Law requires the universe to

origins are speculative, all are
equally valid and deserve equal
expression in the classroom.
It would probably be easier to
add the scientific creation theory to
classroom curriculum, than to drop
the study of evolution from courses
such as genetics and physical anthropology.
What promises to be more
painful is the spending of millions in
state monies to buy the new textbooks and other instructional
materials from creationist
publishers,

have a beginning. He says since the
First Law precludes its having
begun itself, the universe must have
been created by a cause transcendent to itself,
Scientific creationist beliefs
stimulate the mind, just as do the
beliefs of evolutionists,
Scientific creationists should be
allowed to have their views
presented in public classrooms just
as others have the right to relate
humans to apes.
The scientific creationists make
a good point. Since all theories of

More than a century ago,
America adopted the idea of a free
public education for people of all
backgrounds.
It would seem that an important
obligation of American public
education is t0 transmit to students a
variety of theories during topic
discussion.
If the public schools would
present unbiased explanations of
both the evolution and creation
theories, students could judge better
for themselves what they want tto
believe about the beginning of life.

’Students forming creationist organizations
charge that they have been harassed...’
phasis on the scientific approach to
the creation theory, especially since
they would otherwise conflict with
constitutional stipulations.
Under current law, scientific
creationism can be taught in public
schools, while religious creationism
is not allowed to be expressed.
The evidence scientific
creationists use to support their
theory is intriguing.
According to Hatfield, scientific
creationists believe that life exploded into existence all at once, and
since then, has declined greatly in
variety.
believe
also
Creationists
evidence of the Biblical flood is
present in worldwide sedimentary
fossil
and
vast
formations
graveyards; fossils are found on
different levels becuse they settled
at different rates during the
flooding; meteors bombarding the
atmosphere would have produced a
thick layer of meteroic dust by now,
were the earth truly billions of years
old.
Creationists insist that mutation
experiments with fruit flies show

They have achieved their goal in
Dallas, Texas; Columbus, Ohio; and
Kanawha County, W. Va., according
to Hatfield.
Creationists have been partially
successful in seven other states.
Hatfield says because of a tough
creationist campaign, Arizona,
Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Oklahoma,
Oregon and Tennessee now permit
the scientific model of creationism
to be taught.
The creationist movement has
also triggered heated discussions at
public universities.
At Iowa State University, where
the dean of the College of
Engineering publicly rejected the
theory of evolution, students and
professors fear physical attack.
Students forming creationist
organizations charge that they have
been harassed, Hatfield says. Some
evolutionist professors also complain about harassment.
One student was thrown out of
class after he insisted on a
discussion of creationism. Complaints from state legislators got
tarn reinstated.

letters
No sympathy for Iranians
guidance of the Lord Allah," has
chosen to not only condone and
support the action, but has subsequently refused to negotiate the
situation with anyone; he has halted
all petroleum imports to the U.S.
Isimultaneous with the U.S. boycott
on Iranian oil and the freeze on all
Iranian assets), and has threatened
that the 49 remaining hostages stand
trial as spies.
First off, the United States has
no authority to deport the shah. He is
under the diplomatic protection of
Mexico, and is in this country under
that condition. He is here for
medical purposes only, and as far as
we’re concerned, he’s a Mexican.
But if we did have the diplomatic
authority to deport the shah, the
Iranian government could have well
chosen alternate and possibly more
effective ) channels to arrange it.
In storming the U.S. Embassy,

Editor:
I’m referring to a Forum letter
titled "Denying" in the Nov. 21
Daily. Cheryl Hamlin said that she’s
seen everything. She apparently
feels that our denial of credit to the
Iranian students at SJSU came
about merely because of the fact
that they weren’t born on American
soil.
Miss Hamlin, I invite you to
wake up and take a good look at
what is happening in the world. In
case you haven’t heard, we’re
directly faced with the biggest
threat to peace since the Cuban
missile crisis. Hundreds of students
stormed the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran, Iran, took it’s 65 occupants
hostage, and demanded the
"return" of their ex -shah "or face
the consequences."
The Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, under the "Direct daily

Iran accomplished several things.
When the students stormed the
embassy, they invaded United
States soil, thus commiting an act of
terrorism. In supporting the action,
the Iranian government created not
an act of terrorism, but an act of
war. Also, in invading an embassy,
the diplomatic reputation of that
government has been destroyed.
What country is going to trust the
Iranians now?
Miss Hamlin, you speak of
human rights, and that we’re
denying people the right to
education. First of all, where in any
civilized culture is it acceptable to
hold 49 people against their will?
Add to that a threat to their lives,
and what do you have? The Iranians
have not only violated all diplomatic
and international courtesy, and the
sovereignty of American soil, but
also they have violated the most
basic of all human rights: The right
to live "without fear of life and
limb." The hostages in Tehran may
possibly lose their heads if the

ayatollah carries out his threats.
Think about it. Second of all, it
seems that education is a resource,
as is oil. If the Iranians are going to
be so ruthlessly stingy with their
resources, why should we share a
resource which has taken our
culture centuries to develop?
As for the "innocent individuals’’ who are being
’’deprived" of their right to an
education, any Iranian in the United
States who supports the ayatollah is
by no means innocent, and for any
Iranian who does not support his
government’s actions, then I don’t
believe that he should remain an
Iranian citizen any longer.
Miss Hamlin, you apparently
believe that this is no longer the land
of equality and opportunity. Personally, I hold no sympathy toward
people who demand the freedom,
equality, and opportunity that is
-.presented by the flag they burn.
Bill R. Shivell
Aeronautics Operations,
freshman

Carter should be applauded
Editor:
In reflection to the past and
current Iranian crisis, I can only
applaud the efforts of President
Carter and the entire diplomatic
corps for their untiring efforts to
free the hostages through normal
diplomatic channels.
In times such as these when the
anxiety of the people demand action
for the outrageous injustices
committed upon the United States, I
am relieved to see that cooler heads
are prevailing in handling the
situation. It would have been very
easy for President Carter to make a
tangible effort to free the hostages
through military activity I justif ied
in the eyes of U.S. citizens),
especially with an upcoming election. But his continuing patience has
greatly rewarded the U.S. in many
aspects.
Not only has the U.S. image

abroad been enhanced among our
western allies (some who have been
critical of U.S. foreign policy), but
we have also seen the emergence of
support form traditionally anti-U.S.
east-bloc nations. Perhaps even
more important was the stand taken
by a controversial thrid world
country (Tanzania) coming out
insupport of the carter administration relentless efforts and
condemning those of the Iiranian
students and leader( s) invloved in
the embassy takeover.
The world-wide focus on the
present crisis can only magnify the
patience and determination of the
U.S. in its uneviable position and
raise its image across the world.
Lets hope that diplomacy
prevails and armed action is
prevented.
Paul Dines
International Business
Senior

PG & E bill should produce fun for citizens, not frowns
by Danny Edwards

consume food and liquids to survive.
And we know we will get bills
every month.
But look on the bright side. Bills
can be just as fun as regular mail
sometimes. Let’s take a close
gander at the PG and E bill. They
send energy saving tips (turn down
your heater) and a little newspaper
(the PG and E Progress) which tells
us how to read our gas meter, and
other significant facts.
For instance, did you know the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
can withstand an earthquake of 7.5

Forum Editor

When I was a kid I always
wondered why my parents frowned
when the mail came each day. I
always thought it would be fun to get
mail. Now I know that my parents
weren’t getting mail. They were
getting bills.
There are just some things in
life that are inevitable. We know
there will be commercials when we
watch television. We know it gets
dark in the evening, and light in the
morning. We know we need to

magnitude? Why that’s great. We’ll
still be able to get electricity if we
have a major quake.
Of course, after a large earth
mover, all the houses in the area will
no longer need electricity because
they’ll be destroyed, but hey, at least
the plant will still be operating.
Of course, there’s the bill itself,
which is packed with all sorts of
information. Look closely, though,
and you’ll see what’s hidden behind
all this propaganda. There it is in
fine print: Because of soaring fuel
costs, your heating bills this winter

per hour did we use last month?
Here it is. We consumed 182 of those
little buggars at a cost of $6.58. Also,
for some reason we got billed $1.20
for gas even though we used zero gas
therms.
What are gas therms? Easy.
Gas therms are the difference
between your meter reading times
the multiplier, which is 1.061. Now
you understand. Then tack on the 5
percent tax to the city and you have
your total bill "now due and
payable."
Stuck in the corner on the third

will be much higher than ever
before. Set your thermostat at 68
degrees or lower, turn it off at night.
Insulate your attic.
Yes, those are good strong tips.
Of course, my roommate and I don’t
have an attic, but what about setting
our thermostat at 68 degrees? Ha,
we don’t even use our heater, Of
course, it takes six blankets, three
pairs of socks and long underwear to
get to sleep at night, but that’s the
American way.
Now we come to the real fun
part. Let’s see, how many kilowatts

by Lou Fedorski
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Stopping
the steam
A subterranean steam leak sent
plant operations employees
below the lawn outside Tower
Hall yesterday in search of the
Joe
Above,
elusive hiss.
Ramon shovels while Chief
Verne
Groundskeeper
McGlothlen Heft), Dennis Suit
and Joe Marini assist. They
didn’t find the leak yesterday,
so the search continues today.
photo by Mlflervd

will do whatever is appropriate."
According to Martin, it is difficult to respond to this
petition because "it is very vague. There are no
specifics in the petition."
Cilley pointed out a specific grievance. First-time
offenders are punished all the way, he said. "Laws don’t
have to be applied to the fullest extent."
In response to these charges, Koland said that he
was unaware of any particular grievance from these
students.
However, he did "plead guilty" to the petition’s
charge that the dormitory system is a bureaucracy.
Koland said he accepts responsibility for being
tough with dormitory residents, even to the point of
eviction.
"Some students have total disregard of collective
individuals in the halls," he said.
Koland believes that he must enforce dormitory
regulations to protect all residents.
"If that is not acceptable to (some) students than so
be it," Koland said.
Most people who signed the petition have had some
kind of run-in with Koland, Faulkner said. ’
For example, last fall semester, Faulkner lost his
room in West Hall because he arrived after deadline.
Faulkner said his complaint against Koland is "personal, but not entirely."
Also, several students in Allen Hall are complaining
because they did not receive the rooms they had
requested this semester.
People have been angry with Koland for years,
Faulkner said. "These people are mostly on the eighth
floor of West Hall, but a few are scattered around."
Koland likes to judge people, Faulkner said.
"If the position is going to be handled in this
manner, then it should be revolving every four years or
so," he said.
Some residents , "afraid of being black listed,"
didn’t sign the petition, Faulkner said.
Residents did not want Koland to get angry and
evict them from the dormitories.

Pot advocates hash over issues
by Patty Selbach
In case you’ve forgotten, possessing more than one
ounce of marijuana is still illegal.
"People don’t believe that bey can get arrested for
smoking pot," said Dave Sobel, Southern Santa Clara
County coordinator for the National Organization for
Reform of Marijuana Laws INORML).
Currently, NORMI, is gearing up for the latest
initiative drive to legalize the forbidden weed.
Although marijuana has been decriminalized in
California, 90 percent of arrests are still for possession,
according to Sobel.
Today, more than an ounce of marijuana in your
pocket is less of an offense than growing even one small
plant in the privacy of your home, he said.
"Right now it’s less of a crime to buy it than it is to
grow it," Sobel added.
The law proposed by NORM’, is fashioned after
Alaska’s marijuana laws, the most liberal in the
country.
Should enough signatures be gathered, the initiative,
would be included on the November 1980 ballot.
Specifically, the bill would remove all penalties for
possession of marijuana regardless of the amount.
Private possession, transportation or cultivation of
marijuana for personal use would be completely legal,
according to the bill.
However, it would not legalize the sale of
marijuana.
A second provision of the bill would mandate a state
commission to "study the potential agricultural,
economic and tax benefits of a regulated marijuana
market."
"Today, marijuana exports from California) exceed a billion dollars," Sobel said.
Should that revenue be legalized and taxed, he said,
California could possibly eliminate income taxes.
"It would be more like wine sales," regulated on a
statewide basis rather than federally controlled sales
like the tobacco industry.
According to Sobe’, California marijuana is popular
worldwide, commanding a high price outside the
country.
In Europe, "California pot is a dream," he said.

STYLE CENTER

35%off
all services
men 8, women
Texturizer or bodywave
(includes conditioner and cut)
Req. $50, now $32.40

Faculty Artist Series The
San Jose String Quartet
featuring music faculty
members Lauren Jakey
and Tikey Zes on violin,
Susan Bates on viola and
Donald Homuth on cello
will perform Sunday at 3:30
p.m. in the Concert Hall of
the Music Building. Special
guest is pianist John
Delevoryas. General admission is $2.50.
Ella
Fitzgerald
-Associated Students of
Foothill and Faces are
presenting jam great Ella
Fitzgerald Saturday at 7
and 10:30 p.m. at the Flint
Center in Cupertino.
Tickets are $8.50, $12.50
and $15.
San Jose Symphony
Cellist Pierre Fournier will
and
Friday
perform
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at the
San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts. For
ticket information call the
Symphony Box Office at
298-2300.
San Jose Museum of Art
Sunday Concert Series
The San Jose Office of Fine
Arts is presenting chamber
music for flute Sunday at 4
p.m. at the Museum of Art
located at the corner of S.
Market and San Fernando
streets. Admission is free.
Keystone Palo Alto
Tomorrow; KSJO’s Tom
Mix -Billy Vega fourth
Anniversary Party with the
Flamin’ Groovies. Friday;
Albert King and Etta
James. Saturday; Greg
Kihn Band. Sunday; TBA.
260 California Ave., Palo
Alto. (415) 324-1402.
The Garret
Tonight;
Jeffra Cook. Tomorrow Joe Ferrera, Friday; Back
Alive. Saturday; Julie
Farbolin. The Pruneyard,
Campbell. 371-6505.
Fargos
Tonight; Joe
Tomorrow
Sharino.
through Saturday; Night
Flight. Sunday; Starfire.
Old Mill Center, 2540
California St., Mountain
View. ( 415 I 941-6373.

Studio Theater
Studio
Hour, a collage of endeavors in all fields of
theater arts; one person
shows, films, lectures.
Every Thursday, 3:30-4:30
p.m., Speech and Drama
103.

Opry House Dinner
Theater
"Wages of
Reform," Friday, 8:30
p.m., Saturday, 7:30 and
10:30 p.m. Ends Dec. 15.
21350 Almaden Road.
The Gaslighter Theater
"Melodrama and Old Time
Vaudeville," Friday and
Saturday, 8:30 p.m.
Student discounts Friday.
400 E. Campbell Ave.,
Campbell.
Los Altos Conservatory
Theater "House of Blue
Leaves," Friday, 8 p.m. 97
Hillview Road, Los Altos.
"The Odd Couple,"
Thursday and Saturday, 8
p.m.
King Dodo Playhouse
"Prisoner of Second
Avenue," Friday, 8:30 p.m.
12378 Saratoga -Sunnyvale
Road, Saratoga.
Saratoga Civic Theater
"The Man Who Came to
Dinner," Friday and
Saturday, 8:30 p.m. Ends
Dec. 15. 13777 Fruitvale
Ave., Saratoga.
California Actors Theater - "A Life in the Theater,"
today through Friday, 8
p.m., Saturday, 5 and 8:30
p.m., Sunday, 2 and 7 p.m.
Old Town Theater, Old
Town, Los Gatos.
University Theater -"Pippin," Friday and
Saturday, 8 p.m. Also, Dec.
6-8 and a 2:30 p.m. matinee
Dec. 5.

events
An InWildlife show
ternational Wildlife Art
Show will be held at the San
Jose Convention Center
Exhibit Hall, 10 a.m, to
midnight, Thursday and
Friday.

Spartan

According to a field poll, 42 percent of the state’s
voters favor legalization of marijuana, he said.
The problem is getting enough people involved in
the drive to get the initiative on the ballot.
NORML’s target is young people and students of
voting age. At SJSU, NORML’s efforts are being cosponsored by the Students for a Libertarian Society.
The two groups will hold an organizing meeting on
Dec. 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U. Costonoan Room.
Their official petition drive begins Jan. 2.

ARE YOU
PERFECT?
MOST OF US
AREN’T
We Will Type Your Papers
In Draft and Revise Them
Once - All For $2 Per Page

Wash, Cut & Blow Dry
Req. $20, now $13
35% discount available w/ad
or valid student ID.

WESTPRO, LTD
(408) 288-7823

Term

paper got you down?

There’s

Faire SJSU’s 10th Annual
Fantasy Faire will be held
today through Dec. 4 in the
Student Union. The Faire
will be open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays, 10 a.m.
Saturday and noon to 5
p.m. Sunday.
Skiing lecture Dave and
Susan Beck discuss skiing
the Haute Route stretching from Zermatt to
the classic
Chamonix
skiing adventure. 8 p.m.
Thursday at Sierra
Designs, 217 Alma, Palo
Alto. Call 325-3231.
Christmas Fair The ninth
annual Dickens Christmas
Fair returns to San
Francisco. Held this year
at Fort Mason, Pier 3, at
Laguna and Marina Blvds.
The fair is open weekends;
Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. and Sundays, 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. Tickets are $6.50
adults, $2.50 children and
$4 for senior citizens. For
information call 981-8497.

ksjs
90.7 FM
Wednesday
6:35 a.m. Mutual Sports
8:15 a.m. Chaos Quarter
Comedy Hour
8:35 a.m. Mutual Sports
4 p.m. KSJS News
4:30 p.m. Student Union
Forum
Consider the
5 p.m.
Alternatives
5:30 p.m. BBC Science
Magazine.
6 p.m. KSJS News
Thursday
6:35 a.m. Mutual Sports
8:35 a.m. Mutual Sports
4 p.m. KSJS News
4:30 p.m. Focus
KSJS Sports
5 p.m.
Journal
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Sobel hopes to recruit SJSU students to gather
signatures to include the initiative on the ballot.
A total of 607,000 signatures are needed. However, a
similar initiative failed to qualify in 1974.
Sobel foresees no problem getting enough signatures
this time around.

According to Wilkes, the event is an opportunity to
find out what’s going on in the job market. She said the
companies involved "normally hire entry level
positions" with less than a year’s experience.
"In hiring a new college grad, they’re looking at you
more in t...rms of potential than anything else," Wilkes
said.
Aside from SJSU students, local high schools and
community colleges have also been asked to attend.
"We consider this a community service," Wilkes
said.

calendar

theater

Pick-Up and Delivery
Fast Turnaround

1774 HESTER AV.
SAN JOSE CALIF.
294-1525

Representatives from ha corporate employers will
be on hand to discuss employment opportunities with
SJSU students at Career Exploration Days, held today
and tomorrow from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom.
"You find out a lot of things you never find in a
book," said career adviser Margaret Wilkes of Career
Planning and Placement Center.
The center is co-sponsoring the two day event with
the School of Business Alumni Association and the
Business Equal Opportunity Program.

AMISIOS,.

Removal of director sought
by Denise Downer
A petition is circulating around two SJSU dormitories to remove Cordell Koland from the position of
Housing Director.
The petition, which has 54 signatures, states:
"Cordell Koland is unfit and incompetent for carriage of
the duties of the Housing Director and it is recommended that the position of Mr. Koland be reveiwed by
that part of the administration responsible for the
performance of the housing system."
It was designed to "let him know we are unhappy
with what he’s doing," said Robert Faulkner, art senior
and resident of West Hall.
Faulkner, who initiated the petition said, "since we
never can get in to see him (Koland), this is the only
way to let him know how we feel."
The petition states "that Cordell Koland exists to
serve himself and not the student residents as he was
appointed to do."
Signatures were collected from Allen Hall and the
third to the eighth floors of West Hall. Faulkner knows
the people who signed the petition.
More signatures will be collected if people still want
to sign the petition, he said. However, "I have no friends
in the other dorms.
The petition alone is not able to remove Koland
from his job, said Stewart Cilley, business administration sophomore and resident of West Hall.
"But, that doesn’t stop us from circulating it," he
said.
A copy of the petition will be sent to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton and another to Koland, Cilley said.
There is no harm in submitting a petition to
Fullerton, said Robert Martin, director of Student
Services.
"She will only refer it to me," he said.
Cilley, who helped Faulkner initiate the petition
said, "there must be some way to get someone to review
Koland’s position. When they do, they will find there is a
problem."
Any action taken concerning Koland’s position will
depend on the nature of the grievance, Martin said. "I

Career opportunities discussed
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ICSC ICE SKATING PARTY
All SJSU Students &
Guests are Invited
PLACE:

THE ICE PALACE
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Sunnyvale
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TIME:
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COST:
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Ups and downs mark soccer team’s season
Spartans finish with ’not bad’ 12-5 record
by Mark Maryinee
It was an up and down
year for the SJSU soccer
squad in 1979 as the
Spartans posted a 12-5
record, finishing fourth in
the Pacific Soccer Conference.
One of the ups included
an eight-game winning
streak after the Spartans
had dropped their season
opener to Fullerton State,
4-2.
Another positive note
was the ability to win in
overtime, as SJSU came
away with four victories in
the five extra -period
sessions the Spartans
participated in.
Added to that was the
Spartans’ 19-0 performance
against the University of
Pacific, a new SJSU
scoring record, along with
a 15-0 drubbing of an
inexperienced St. Mary’s
squad.
NCAA
After the
removed SJSU from a
year’s probation in late

,’,.Le

-

October, the rejuvenated
Spartans were in a good
position to make it into the
Far West Soccer Playoffs,
with only three losses on
their record.
But, with three contests left on the schedule,
the Spartans did what
plagued them all year;
they failed to win games
that really counted.
Traveling to Southern
California, SJSU dropped a
decision
to non-league
2-1
foe UCLA. Returning
home, the Spartans
thumped the UC-Santa
Barbara Gauchos 3-0,
setting up what many
believed would be a
showdown for a playoff
berth with rival Santa
Clara.
But, the showdown
turned into a shutout as the
Broncos blanked SJSU 4-0
in the Spartans’ worst
effort of the year.
"We had a young
team," SJSU coach Julie
Menendez said of a squad
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and eight assists in 17
appearances. Bernardi’s
performance placed tam in
a tie for seventh place in
goals
SJSU’s season
department, tied for eighth
in season assists and tied
for sixth in season points
with 48.
Career -wise, the
sophomore goal scorer is
10th on the SJSU all-time
goals list with 26, tied for
seventh in assists with 14
and holds ninth place alone
in career points with 66.
above
was
"It
average," Bernardi said of
a season which saw him set
a single-game record with
six goals against UOP.
"I can still strive for
improvement," Bernardi
said. "I’ve got to keep on
improving."
Bradley, a veteran of
three years with SJSU,
finished the season with
eight goals and seven
assists in 16 games. Along
with his efforts in ’77 and
’78, Bradley entered the

that started seven underclassmen throughout
the year.
"To be honest, I didn’t
think we’d do as well as we
did," Menendez added. "I
think we played well in
certain games and just got
by.
"There were games we
lost that I felt we should
have won. We had a chance
to win the Stanford game
and we even had a chance
to tie the USF game,"
Menendez said of a 2-1
overtime loss to the Cardinals and a 3-2 loss to the
powerhouse
perennial
Dons.
"I think we played
well," Menendez said. "A
12-5 season isn’t too bad."
Spartans who did not
do "too bad" individually
were sophomore forward
Giulio Bernardi and senior
midfielders John Bradley
and Joe Silveira.
Bernardi finished the
season as the Spartans’
leading scorer with 20 goals
; ’ ,;- .’
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Julie Menendez: "better than we thought."
"I’m proud of the guys
Spartan record books as
the third leading career and the way they hung in
there," said Bradley, a coassist man with 24.
captain along with Silveira.
"We had four overtime
wins and determination is
P.
’1
what kept us in there all
t..1.1(
’1(
season.
.144’
"I feel good about the
wi
.
guys," Bradley added.
"It’s just too bad the
season had to end the way
it did."
Silveira, who was
named to the all-PSC team
while Bernardi and
Bradley were second-team
picks, finished his SJSU
4
career with eight goals and
11 assists on the year. His
’79 assist total placed him
fifth on the SJSU all-time
season list while his 20
career assists left him in
the fifth spot in that
category.
Looking back at the ’79
season, Silveira had a
positive reaction to the
Spartans’ overall effort.
"Anytime you have 12
wins and five losses, you
know you’ve had a good
season," Silveira said.
"I think everyone
enjoyed themselves even
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Elway’s three-year football contract
extended an additional three years
SJSU President Gail
Fullerton has extended
head football coach Jack
Elway’s three-year contract for an additional
three years, it was announced during a post-

season football banquet
Monday night.
Elway’s
current
contract, which had two
years remaining, was
replaced with a five-year
contract to begin at the

start of next year’s football
season in September,
according to assistant
coach Lon Troxel.
Fullerton also announced plans to expand
the current football

Women swimmers host two foes
Trying
to
record
another win or two the
women’s swimming team
will go against California
and Fresno State at 5 p.m.
today in the women’s pool.
Coach Connie Roy
promises the meet should
be a good one. "There
should be some exciting
races against Cal; they are
always good," she said,

although, "we looked very
strong against Fresno
State."
This is the first home
meet the team has competed in since the season
started. So far SJSU is 1-3,
with the lone win coming
against Humboldt State.
In the same meet, the
swimmers went up against
Reno at the Reno pool.

Then last week, the
team lost to Stanford, at
the pool in Palo Alto.
"That was to be expected. Stanford always
has a good team," Roy
said.

Tit
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DECEMBER ACCOUNTING GRADUATES
Berger. Lewis & Company_ a local San Jose CPA firm, is
now accepting applications for entry level staff
positions. Applicants should possess a minimum 3.25
overall G.P.A. with a business degree in accounting.
Excellent starting salary. fringe benefits, and staff
training program. Resumes should be mailed to:
William Teglia
Berger. Lewis & Company
84W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Calif. 95113
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Wallace, who tallied three
shutouts and a 1.47 goalsagainst average in ’79, will
be Britt Irvine, a junior
goaltender who registered
three shutouts in the three
games he appeared in this
year.
"I think it’s going to be
a different story next
year," Tomlin said. "We’re
going to have a great team.
"We’re going to have a
lot of players coming
back," Tomlin added. "So
we should have a real
strong team, probably
stronger than this year’s
team.
"Our front line is quite
young with Pimentel and
Todd, along with Chafer
and Bernardi," Menendez
added. "We seem to think
Giulio’s a real veteran, but
he isn’t.
"We also have some
real good players coming
up from the junior varsity
so, overall, we should have
a very good team next
year."

123 S. 3rd St.
San Jose
295-4336
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winter months
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San Jose State University

scholarship program by
more than 22 percent over
the next two years.
The program, which
gave 75 football scholarships to players this year,
will be expanded to 85 next
year and 95 the following
year.
Elway guided the
Spartans to a 6-4-1 Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
co-championship with Utah
State in his first season at
SJSU this year.
Interim Men’s Athletic
Director Jon Crosby,
Elway and Fullerton were
unavailable for comment.

though we were on
only
until
probation
recently," Silveira said.
"Overall, it was a good
year."
Looking toward next
year, the Spartans will
welcome back seven
starters,
losing
only.
Bradley, Silveira, goalie
Walt Wallace and senior
defender Steve Aylard.
Joining Bernardi on
the front line will be junior
Simon Chafer, third leading SJSU scorer in 1979
with nine goals and six
assists. Freshmen Joe
Pimental, four goals and
three assists this season,
and Dave Todd, who
registered five assists, are
expected to see more action next year on the
Spartans’ front line.
Returning to roam the
middle of the field for the
Spartans will be junior
midfielder
Javier
Margarito, who added five
goals and five assists to the
SJSU season scoring total.
Freshman Mike Hurst,
junior Mark Tomlin and
junior Rick Azofeifa are
tabbed to shore up the
Spartans’ defense next
season.
Taking
over
for

\
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SJSU’s Atchade primes for Moscow leap
1

4
by Erin Hallissy
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Essodina Atchade, at rest, and in action.

photf, ii

West African long
jumper Essodina Atchade
was set to compete in the
1976 Olympics - in fact, he
was already in Montreal.
But then most African
nations withdrew from the
games, protesting that
New Zealand shouldn’t be
allowed to compete in the

.1(hin Wynn

Olympics because it had a
rugby team playing in
apartheid South Africa.
Now Atchade, an SJSU
industrial
technology
major, is looking forward
to fulfilling his dream of
competing in the Olympics
- this time in 1980 in
Moscow.

"I felt very sad
because after all the
training I did the season
before (the 1976 Olympics!,
I wasn’t able to compete,"
said the long jumper from
Togo, West Africa.
Atchade started his
track and field career as a
high jumper, although he
also sometimes competed
in the long jump.
In 1975 his coach
suggested he concentrate
on long jumping, and it was
in that event that he

//AA

last season for the Spartans
was 25-6. He said he was
hampered during the
season by a knee injury.
Atchade, 21, came to
SJSU because he believes
it’s the best place to train
for his event.
"Most of the best
coaches are American, and
most of the best long
jumpers are American,"
he said.
"Also, in the track
meets we have against
different colleges, we will
be meeting people we will
meet in the Olympics, so
this makes me get more

Pa,! C

qualified for the 1976
Olympics.
"The long jump is an
event
that’s
very
challenging," Atchade
said. "It’s easy for me
because my body can
respond to what I want it to
do."
The 6-1 long jumper’s
best leap so far is 26-6. The
world record is 29-2, and
the best jumpers in the
world consistently clear 27
feet, Atchade said.
Atchade’s best jump

JVs will be vying for big time

ready," Atchade added.
In addition to his long
jumping duties, Atchade
said he will be triple
jumping for SJSU this
year.
"My coach (Ernie
Bullard ) said I would be
better in the triple jump
than long jump, and that I
would have a good chance
to jump over 55 feet,"
Atchade said.
Despite this, Atchade
is still more interested in
making the Togo Olympic
team in long jump rather
than triple jump.
"I’m confident about
making it because this is
the best age for me to jump
farther," he said.

44A

Atchade said he will
probably be the only long
jumper from Togo to
compete in the 1980
Olympics.
In countries without
many world -class athletes
in a certain event, athletes
must pass a minimum
requirement to compete in
the Olympics. In countries
like the United States, with
many top athletes in many
events, contenders compete for three berths on the
Olympic-team in their
event.
The minimum for long
jumping is 25-6 feet, according to Atchade.
Atchade said he is
"very excited" about

finally being able to
compete in the Olympics.
"It’s going to be a good
experience," he said. "I’ll
be able to meet a lot of
people and make a lot of
friends.
"Everyone is coming
to fight and coming to
win," he continued. "I
think that will make it
really interesting."
After the Olympics,
Atchade plans to keep
competing in the long jump
"up to the time I don’t feel
like it anymore."
He also intends to
graduate from SJSU, then
return to Togo to open an
electronics company.

Varsity hockey slots open in 1980
by Jeff Rhodie
While the women’s
varsity field hockey team
continues its season with
week’s
national
this
tournament in New Jersey,
the SJSU junior varsity
season ended quietly last
Tuesday at South Campus.
The Spartan JVs were
shutout 2-0 by De Anza
Junior College while the
only onlookers that cold,
windy afternoon were

SJSU varsity members
waiting to practice.
It was eight of those
varsity players who, just
last year, were gaining
valuable experience at the
JV level and who moved up
this season to fill varsity
spots vacated by seniors
who graduated.
Next season, a similar
opportunity will present
itself for this year’s JV
members because this time

the varsity squad will lose
seven of its 15 players to
graduation. And a majority
of the vacated spots will
probably be filled by this
year’s JV players, coach
Leta Walter said.
"This has been pretty
much our history," Walter
said.
There are only two
freshmen on varsity now
and no transfers.
Despite losing their

Fencers face Santa Cruz
for 2nd time this season
by Ron Larzarotti
After beating a team convincingly
once (30-6), the second time around should
be a breeze, especially with the homecourt advantage. Right?
Wrong.
The SJSU fencing team, which faces
UC-Santa Cruz for the second time this
season today at 4 p.m. in Spartan Gym is
ready for the challenge.
"We can’t take them lightly," SJSU
coach Michael D’Asaro said. "They’re
going to be out for revenge.
"You have to be more careful of the
teams you beat before," D’Asaro said.
"They’ll be gunning for you."
But it will take a strong effort by Santa
Cruz to knock off the Spartans. However,
SJSU will be slightly weaker this time

without the services of Don Andrews.
Andrews, who was a member of the
sabre team was declared ineligible this
past week because of a unit deficiency and
will be lost for the remainder of the season.
Pat Gibson, previously an alternate,
will take his place.
Now, the sabre team will rely heavily
on Rich Martinez and Brian Reed to carry
the load.
"We can’t sit back," D’Asaro said.
"You can never take anybody for granted.
"I’ve tried to teach them to fear
nobody, but respect everybody," D’Asaro
added, "but this should be a good meet.
They have a good team."

final game, the Spartan
JVs finished with a 6-3
record and Walter said,
"we’re very happy with the
team and their progress
was substantial."
Walter and Carolyn
Lewis coach the JVs in
addition to coaching the
varsity.
"Both teams practice
together most of the time,"
said.
"This
Walter
challenges the JVs because
they get to play with more
experienced players and it
also challenges the varsity
because they get to work
with a variety of players."
The philosophies of the
two teams, however, is
different when it comes to
actual games.
"Although we approach every game with
the idea of trying to win,"
Walter explained, "there is
greater emphasis to win in
a varsity match. At the JV
level we spend more time
trying to develop individual
players and we try to give
everyone a lot of playing
time."
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Leisure Services Advisory Board
Election Board
The deadline for allot the above openings is
December 5. 1979 at 2:00 p.m. in the A.S. Office. Call
277-3201 or drop by the A.S. Office for more details
SPACE FOR THIS AD PAID FOR BY THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE

IMPORTED CAR PARTS

Those with two goals
were junior Vicky Godwin
and sophomore Bridget
Ward.

Intersection of
S. 1st and S. Market

With one each were
freshman Anne Collingnon,
senior
Kim Cowell,
Theresa
sophomore
Hargens, and seniors Mary
Jo Melko and Gayle
Pande, both of whom have
been reserves all season
with the varsity.

Students stop by and
pick up 15% discount card

Seeing most of the
action at goalie was
freshman Casey McClung,
who, like Melko and
Paride, has been a varsity
member all season. But
since the three of them
didn’t see that much action
in varsity games, Walter
gave them some additional
work in JV matches.

The match will be televised on Gill
Cable.

the Ar arlemo Senatv tin and A S Dun’
t
No one from the Academic Senate is being held hostage in a foreign embassy.
and Nancy McFadden and Kiran Mapthia are alive and well too But no one is on ten
Academic Senate or two Associated Students committees either Take a look at the
opportunities below, and see how you can serve yourself and your fellow students Al Alit MR sl N’S tt
1 Student
Academic Freedom & Professional Ethics
5 Students
Continuing Education Advisory
3 Students
Data Processing
6 Students
Improvement of Instruction
4 Students
library
2 Students
Outstanding Professor & Distinguished
Teaching Awards
6 Students
Registration Advisory
4 Students
Student Honors Program
2 Students
Student Opinion Poll
2 Students
Teacher Education

IECONONIY
’IMPORTS.

The leading JV scorer,
with nine goals, was junior
Pat Calcany. The rest of
the scoring was divided
among seven players who
each had one or two goals.

998-5060
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Plenty of Free Customer Parking

You can create a real novel about
anyone you choose for only $12.95
Make someone special
the star of an exciting
hardcover book. And
you’ll be the author!
Fantastic Gift Idea!
Eveiyone dreams about being a
superstar and now YOU CAN
BE A STAR in The Greatest
Book in the World
right now
Suppose
you
went to a bookstore and picked
up a best selling novel and
leafed through the pages What
would you say,! time and time
again you saw YOUR NAME in
print?
Or maybe you cl like to give an
unusual gift to someone close to
you Cant you see the amazed
look on their face when you
present them with a beautiful
hardcover novel that stars
THEW Yes with THEIR NAME
IN PRINP I don t believe it
they rt say
This book is all
about MEI

Now here s something even
more intriguing As the star of
the book the person you choose
will become a globe trotting
adventurer a recluse billion
aim e
or the worlds greatest
lover They can even be a
or a
fabulous movie star
world famous athlete
a
science fiction hero or the
worlds greatest leader
The choice or stories is
completely up to you You select
FOUR different action packed
stories for each book you order,

Every Fantasy Book’. is
custom produced for you The
name you choose is actually
printed ove and over again on
every page And Fantasy Books
are quality bound HARDCOVER
webons protected by a colorful
Jacket
the book yOu
Remember
order your name will appear fl
actual print as the author, After
all
you wouldn t trust anyone
The
but yourself to write
Greatest Book in the World
especially S.nCe 1 Noll star
maybe
someone dear to you
even YOURSELF,
pages
of horooc
tontasv
Sn Fran
ctsco
Cntorucl
Molders,
coup or tn.
dimad
CnHago
Sun THnos

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
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HEALTH SCIENCE
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’Japanese lived in constant fear of harassment’

JAKkii Life in JapanTown remembered
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High protein tofu
an Asian staple
by Denise Downer
At Fuji Tofu company in San Jose’s Japan Town, Tofu
is prepared the traditional way.
Reiso Kake and his wife Suzuko, owners of the
company, prepare tofu from soybeans. The soybeans are
left in a can of water overnight.
After the beans soak up the water, they are put into a
grinder. A smooth, creamy substance comes out of the
grinder and is transferred by machine to a pressure
cooker.
After 10 minutes in the pressure cooker, the soy beans
are carried into a barrel where the juice is taken.
This juice is then placed ins mold to harden. The juice
becomes the finished product tofu.
From the grinder to the barrel "is a 20-minute
process," Steve Kake, the owner’s son, said.
Steve, a speech-communication senior at SJSU, said
some people call it bean curd, some call it bean cake, but
Orientals have always called it tofu.
"We make our tofu every day." Customers never buy
it a day or two old, he said.
Tofu can be purchased at supermarkets, but it is more
than a day old and usually sour, Steve said. Therefore,
"people rather come to our shops."
People want fresh tofu, he said. "Our tofu is still
warm and soft when they buy it."
The company serves people as far south as Monterey
and as far north as San Francisco. But, "we can’t seem to
make enough to satisfy our customers," Steve said.
Seventeen years ago, the Kakes opened their own tofu
shop after receiving a lot of encouragement from a friend
who owned one in Sacramento.
At that time, tofu was virtually unknown in the United
States, Steve said. But, "in Japan it has been the
traditional food for hundreds of years."
Orientals eat tofu just the way it is, he said. They cut
up green onions, add some soy sauce and ginger and eat it
with hot rice. "That’s the best way to eat it."
Whites, who make up one third of the company’s
customers, eat tofu in hamburgers, cakes and pies, Steve
said.
Tofu has a neutral flavor and "that’s the good thing
about it," he said. "Everybody can put their own flavor
into it.
"A lot of people are experimenting with it in the
eastern states," Steve said. "There are about 1,500 ways
to eat tofu."
Tofu can be used as a substitute for meat. Compared
to meat, it is inexpensive, low in calories and contains no
cholesterol.
Fuji Tofu company sells the soy bean product for
seven cents a pound. "One pound can feed a family of
four," Steve said.
"I see tofu as a future protein source."
There is another company in Japan Town called San
Jose Tofu Company.
"We get along pretty well with them," Steve said.
However, "there is quite a bit of competition."

by Dave Burckbard
Young single immigrants seeking their fortune at the
turn of the century were the beginnings of the oldest
"Japan Town" located within any city in the United
States, according to Jimi Yamaichi, a craftsman and
native of the San Jose area.
Language barriers, cultural interdependence and the
need to maintain their own customs drew Japanese men
to an area once on the perimeter of San Jose but is now the
area surrounding Jackson Street between Fifth and Sixth
streets.
At the San Jose Buddhist Church, an impressive
Japanese temple styled structure on Fifth St. just north of
Jackson Street, Yamaichi talked about the development
of Japan Town, its people and its buildings.
Outside the church, the chill evening air was spiced
with the subtle scent of teriyaki and smoke reminiscent of
hundreds of towns during autumn on the four islands of
Japan. Yamaichi toured Japan Town past the Tofu shops,
a Japanese grocery, bars and secretive side street
establishments where curtain drawn windows muffle
men’s voices.
He pointed out an office building which was once a
Japanese hospital, an angling shop which was once a
boarding house, a building which was once a Japanese run
salvation army.
Garden City Pottery on the corner of Sixth Street and
Jackson was formerly the site of sumo matches.
Like other immigrants during the early part of this
century, Yamaichi’s father traveled in the San Joaquin
Valley, pruning trees. He stayed in the San Jose area
during the winter.
Alien land laws prohibited immigrants to own land so
most local residents became sharecroppers on ranches
which ranged from seven to 30 acres, Yamaichi said.
Yamaichi grew up in the Berryessa area and
remembers when a cherry orchard stood between Coyote
Creek and First Street where city hall and the county
administration building stands.
Other laws put severe restraints on the Japanese
which kept them from gaining financially. For instance,
Yamaichi said, laws required that no radios would be
allowed on boats owned by immigrant fishermen.
This hurt them because they were forced to navigate
"by the seat of their pants," he said.
Because of the large gap between immigrant and
citizen status, he said, the Japanese clustered in one area.
"They had to hang together because they had to depend on
each other," he said.
Many of them opened businesses and other
establishments which serve primarily Japanese
residents.
There was a saki factory, a soda water factory, a bath

Farm labor jobs were readily available and some
Japanese, using "fronts," purchased their own farmland.
This technique of buying land through another person was
used by Yamaichi’s father and required extensive trust
1:etween the front and owners.
The Great Depression caused many Japanese to lose
their farms but the majority survived, Yamaichi said. He
said the mutual sharing and help among the Japanese
kept suffering to a minimum.
World War II virtually emptied Japan Town when
Japanese families were moved to an assembly center in
Pomona.
Yamaichi recalls that his family locked all its personal belongings in one room of their house and left on the
last train to the center in 1942.
He said the feelings of that time ate "hard to put in
words." Before and after the war Japanese lived "in
constant fear of harassment."
He said that contemporary young persons can not
understand the situation 37 years ago. "They say, ’You
should have fought for your rights,’ but our parents didn’t
have any rights."
When the Japanese were released, San Jose Japan
Town residents refilled the waiting community left almost
entirely intact.
Yarnaichi’s house was just as they left it and he
considers that his family was fortunate. "Some left with
nothing and came back with nothing."

’How nice it was’ ...
the San Jose area
In July the Buddhist Church sponsors the 0-Bon
festival and on April 22 organizations take part in the
Nikkei Matsuri festival.
The church attracts many young persons, Yamaichi
s.41, and has one of the biggest scout programs in the
county.
The church also sponsored the construction of Fuji
Towers I see related story on this page). Yamaichi was the
vice chairman of its charter board of directors.

by Christine Merck
A thirst for adventure led four Japanese women to
skip class for three weeks and explore the East Coast.
The women are enrolled in an English language
course here through the International Language Service
foundation.
Their professor allowed them to miss class as long as
"we keep a diary about our trip and speak only English
during the trip," 24-year-old Fujie Ishimaru said.
She’s at SJSU to learn English so she can be a guide
for tourists in Kyoto.
The women planned the trip, then dipped into bank
accounts and called families for money. When enough
money was scraped together for their trek, they flew out
of the Bay Area to another part of America.
Their first stop was Georgia. From Atlanta they flew
on to Buffalo. Their 19-day trip also took them to New
York, Boston, a bit of Canada, Washington, D.C., Chicago
and Miami, places some American students only dream
about.
Michiko Masui, 30, left her husband, a Japanese
journalist, to study for a semester here.
After touring New York City by bus, she remembers
that "everything was very expensive. The food, hotels."
A short excursion into Canada above the "very
beautiful" Niagara Falls, sparked thoughts of autumn in
Japan.
"In Canada, the leaves were turning red and yellow
like fall in Japan," she said. "heaves were not yet
changing in New York and Washington, D.C."
Naomi Yamada, 22, who has a philosophy degree
from a Japanese university, was impressed by the Empire State building.
"The sight at night from it is great," she said. "We
saw all the lights below in New York." She found New
York city exciting and active.
Eiko Sakai, 18, disbanded her women’s rock group
and put down her electric bass guitar long enough to
explore America.
She compared the Statue of Liberty with Japan’s 1,100
foot Tokyo Tower.
The Freedom Trail and Rosalynn Carter kindle the
women’s memories of Boston.

The women stopped off in Florida primarily to explore Disneyworld They refer to it as a large scale
"Dreamland," a Japanese amusement park.
Cape Kennedy Cents’- left its impression on the
women. Each woman spent $20 on a shiny silver, nylon
jacket that sports "Space Astronaut" on the front.
"In Japan we don’t have a big center," Ishimaru said.
"The big rockets and the planning of space shuttles
surprised us."
Days were action -packed for the four Japanese
women. They spent nights in hotel rooms, writing letters
to their families and friends.
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One thing no shop
could provide: wives

A local Japanese hostel served as a home for
homeless returnees whose homes were torn down in cities
such as San Francisco and Los Angeles. A Sacramento
redevelopment program forced Japanese to sell their
homes, Yamaichi said.
Residents who lived in Salinas took refuge in Japan
Town because of continuing harassment of Japanese
there, he said.
Washington. Oregon and San Joaquin Valley
Japanese flocked to Japan Town because residents there
told them "how nice it was" in the San Jose area, he said.
Japanese returned to their fields and new laws were
made.
More Japanese owned their own land and profited
very well where other groups had failed.
Yamaichi attributes this to the continual mutual help
offered within the Japanese community.
He remembers that those who owned private
automobiles would make several trips transporting
workers between their homes and fields.
Those who did not work on farms opened businesses.
Motivations for seeking higher education was nil
because Nissai, second generation Japanese, could not
find jobs, he said. "Nobody would hire us."
For example, he said his friend, who graduated from
Stanford University with one of the highest grades in
electronic engineering, could find no job better than
sweeping floors.
Despite this, he said, Japanese continued to seek
higher education and eventually began taking
professional jobs.
Today, Japan Town still carries many of the customs
from its mother country. It remains one of the truly
genuine ethnic communities in California, complete with
cultural festivals and parades.

Women trek for English skills

’’By chance we saw Mrs. Carter campaigning for her
husband," Yamada said. "We saw her pass by on the
street."

Steve Kake works on the final step in processing
soybeans for Tofu cakes.

house, bike shop, shoe store, clothing store, photograph
studios, a sewing school, the hospital and even a midwife
house.
One thing no shop could provide though, was wives.
In the late 1910s and early 1920s, men would write to
Japan for pictures of available young women. When the
pictures arrived, men would send pictures of themselves.
Men waited for the women, who sailed eastward, and
married the "picture brides" as they were known.
The 1920s saw a boom in population.

"We thought the night is very dangerous and didn’t go
out much at night," Ishimaru said.
Missing the night spots along the three-week trek
toesn’t disappoint the women. They’re happy that the
daily sights they saw brought their visions of American
monuments alive.
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Machiko Masui. Fujie Ishimaru, Eiko Sakai and Naomi Yamada. four first semester Japanese
students, skipped classes for three weeks to trek around the other side of the U.S. Trying on the
souvenir jackets they bought in Florida’s Cape Kennedy Center evokes laughs in front of the camera.

Elderly retire to Fuji Towers
by Lori Eickmana
The small front lawn has the serene atmosphere of a
tea garden: a wooden foot bridge arches across a still
pond near one of several Japanese-style gazebos.
The wooden gazebos contain benches beneath their
peaked, blue-tiled roofs, where one can sit and enjoy the
flowers or watch people go by.
This distinctly Japanese motif, inside and out, sets
Fuji Towers apart from other area retirement homes.
Fuji Towers, located at 690 N. Fifth St., in San Jose’s
Japan Town, offers low-rent housing for persons 62 and
older.
Fuji Towers was conceived by the congregation of the
San Jose Buddhist Church, which is located just down the
street from the complex. A plaque in the entry way
dedicates the building "in appreciation and love for the
senior citizens of our community."
The six-story complex was completed in June of 1976
and cost $3 million, according to manager Sam Tashima.
It was built with federal money for housing projects after
the Buddhist church provided the initial funds.
Fuji Towers contains 140 units and approximately 160
residents, Tashima said. Rent for studio apartments is
$118 or $121 per month, depending on size, while one
bedroom units rent for $138 or $141.
The units are partially furnished with a refrigerator,
stove and oven. Water and garbage services are paid for
by the management.
"We have a waiting list of two years right now,"
Tashima said. "When they move into a place like this.
they don’t want to move out. They don’t leave until they’re
carried out."
Tashima said elderly persons prefer a place like Fuji
Towers to other complexes because "they can’t afford to
pay $250-300 a month" for rent as many are supported by
their social security checks.

Also, "They make friends here, go to church together,
go to lunch together this is why they’d rather be here,"
Tashima said.
The inside of Fuji Towers is modern and sparsely
decorated with Japanese prints and paintings. Each floor
has a different color scheme for the hallway walls and
carpets. I,ow hand rails run the length of the halls.
Milne Cotton, a resident of Fuji Towers for three
years, said her one bedroom unit is "very comfortable for
one person. I think two people would drive each other
crazy, but there are many couples living here."
A crafts room is also located on the first floor, and this
particular day it was being used by a group singing
traditions! Japanese love songs. The room is also used for
classes in flower arranging and knitting as well as
Japanese singing and dancing. Tashima said.
He added that the county regularly sends people to do
high blood pressure checks there.
The building has one entrance which is monitored at
all times by rotating receptionists for security. Exits in
the building allow residents to go out, but are locked from
the outside.
Tashima’s office has a television monitor trained on
the entrance, but he says they have never had a crime
problem. "We’ve been lucky." he said. "It’s getting bad
around here, though. There was a purse snatching just the
other day."
Fuji Towers houses mixed races, but "as you can see
by the names on the mail boxes, it is predominantly
Japanese." Cotton said.
The low, steady voices of the singers in the
background, accompanied by the twangy strains of a
Japanese stringed instrument. ;iivented her comment.
get along real well here, the Japanese and the
Caucasians." Tashima said. -These old tuners don’t
understand the language enough to get into any trouble."
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City suffering growing pains
by Jan Flancry-Taylor
The man who pilots downtown redevelopment feels downtown San Jose
is a -crummy- area, and says the campus area is so bad his own daughter
wont attend SJSU. from where he graduated in the ’40s.
But Stan Twardus envisions a downtown with landscaped courts and
plazas. flowers growing and little specialty shops where shoppers can
wander down the street at their leisure, looking in shop a uidows.
Taardus, the former director of Economic Development and the city’s
Redevelopment Agency, admits redevelopment in the downtown area has
become something of a "concrete jungle." But not because he wanted it that
way
I’ve been criticized and fired and so forth because I’ve felt some
aspects of redevelopment are concrete jungles," he said.
If you’re going to tear something down and rebuild, you should improve
what you tear down - not only economically but aesthetically," he added.
The reason that downtown redevelopment includes a lot of concrete
buildings and parking lots is purely economic, Twardus said.
Park Center is an example of old-fashioned redevelopment, Twardus
said, in which the land was simply obtained by the city and sold to
developers.
In contrast. the San Antonio area developments are partly federally
funded. but are being developed with owner participation, as in the planned
Sheraton Hotel, which is slated for development by San Francisco developer
Corwin Ritith
That hotel would be a central feature of an eight-block area in San An tonic Plaza. bounded by’ San Carlos and San Fernando Streets and Fourth
arid Market Streets
The building of the hotel is in limbo, however, and it is -mainly a
question of financing right now because of the high interest rate,- Twardus
said
The project is also in limbo for other reasons, Twardus said.
-.There was an agreement with the city and the developer. The city was
to finance Sallie if the project and the developer some of it. The city would
of the profits," Twardus explained.
have shared
The council, however. backed off, wondering if it should invest the
money . Twardus said. He said he did not know the actual reason.
According to San Jose City Councilman Jerry Estruth, the city "would
jump tomorrow to get a hotel."
The city is considering getting out of the contract with Booth, who has
stated he is having trouble with financing. The cily has asked Booth to give
up his rights to the hotel project, so another hotel can go in. That situation is
the subject of litigation.
Other developments in the San Antonio area will include a state building,
a federal building, community offices, public buildings and some residential
development. Twardus said.
The new state building. which will cost about $4 million will house about
li state agencies Construction is expected to begin in February.
Another development area that is authorized by state funds is the Pueblo
Cno area
Basically . that development will consist of a bank with a parking garage
and another office building of sonic sort, Twardus said.

Communication lack
in city development
by Stephen Cohodas
Despite SJSU President Gail
Fullerton’s protests about SJSU’s
negative self image, leading
downtown business interests are
hinting that poor communication
may be the problem.
Two principal characters in the
city’s development scheme say they
have not received one word from the
Fullerton administration about the
revitalization issue.
-I’ve never been approached by
the university," said developer Lou
Wolff.
Wolff is owner of the Park
Center Project which houses many
of the commercial banking institutions downtown. He said his
development "has been the most
dominant project in the city for 10
years."
"I don’t have hardly any
relations with the university," he
said. -We would welcome it
though."
James P. Miscoll, Regional
Vice-President of the Bank of
America and past financial contributor to SJS1.1 also pinpointed lack
of communication as a sore spot.
While lauding the university for
establishing a "good relationship"
.vith city bankers, he said school and
city officials need to "belly up to the
bar and get with it."
However, Miscoll said he has yet
to meet with Community Relations
Director Ernest Lopez.
Wolff said he saw the San Antonio project under contract with the
city and San Francisco developer
Corwin Booth as a major stumbling
block in rebuilding downtown.
"The contract is screwed-up,"
he said. "It’s a shame too, because
the financing is getting tougher and
tougher."
He suggested the city encourage
construction of townhouses in the
open land now under consideration
for state and federal office
buildings.
"It could be an urban force in
the community," he said. "There
doesn’t seem to be a power element
there."
Wolff said the San Antonio
project is the "only large single
development in the United States not
being maximized."
He added that his corporation is
monitoring the developing situation
in City Hall and is willing to move
into that area should Booth and the
city reach an accord allowing
housing to be built there.
"I’m interested in a joint venture with Booth, or I would consider
building a hotel or townhouses on
areas nearby the university," he
said.
However, other business leaders
spoke in moore glowing terms of the
university’s position on the
redevelopment issue.
Russ Cambell, a city employee
and now executive director of
Downtown Redevelopment Corporation, called the university’s role
"very strong."

He said Fullerton was keenly
interested in redevelopment and
"would support any program to
bring the university into alignment."
"I do think she has a great deal
of vision." he said.
Attorney Al Ruffo, representing
Booth’s development project said he
and Fullerton have had many
meetings to discuss downtown
redevelopment.
But he was quick to add that the
university "has always made a
definite attempt for cooperation"
with local interests.

Optimistic enough to believe downtown San Jose could be made 1.9 look
like the Pruneyard shopping center, Twardus said, even parking garages
could be made attractive if handled right.
"Screen the exterior of the lot so it doesn’t look like a damn parking
garage," he suggested.
The numerous parking garages needed downtown could be improved
with landscaping, shops and other structures around the bottom floor, to
improve the appearance. That way, it would also be lit up and safe, he said.
Twardus, who believes more condominium and home building would be
helpful downtown, said residential development is another way to make
downtown safer.
He said condominiums and new developments "bring people
He added there is a problem with the redevelopment areas,
back."
beause they are deserted after 5 p.m.
More than the new developments, Twardus said the old homes downtown need to be rehabilitated.

SJSU input into
development queried
by La Rosa Carrington
SJSU has no control over
downtown redevelopment in San
Jose, according to Handel Evans,
executive vice president of
Facilities Planning.
However, the university does
have "a keen interest in what’s
going on across the street...we’ve
got a thousand cars parked over
there," he said.
"As a university, we are interested in incorporating ourselves
in an urban sense with the downtown
area," he said."The university does
not want to become an isolated
island - which is a possibility."
Evans said he has been consulted by the city’s architects and
developers, Rockrise Odermatt
Mountjoy Associates ROMA I.
The consultation included ways
to combine the city’s and the
university’s needs into a workable
plan for the San Antonio Project,
said Evans’ secretary Vicki Foerster.
"One of my first jobs - even
before I came here was to go to a
meeting of consulting architects and
the developer, Corwin Booth, to
discuss what is going to happen with
that area and how it would affect the
university." Evans said.
He said SJSU is now parking
cars in the area, but that it would
soon end. "We are waiting to see if
Mr. Booth can go ahead with his
development
plans.
At the
moment...I don’t know what is really
happening with it."
Jim Beall, chairman of the San
Jose City Planning Commission,
said that Booth is unable to secure
financing for the project.
"The money market is very
tight right now - even nationally,"
Beall said. Investors and lenders are
also concerned about the area ( of
the project), being downtown."
Evans said Russ Cambell, exdirector of the redevelopment
agency and James Alloway, director

of the agency are in "constant
contact" with SJSU.
"We affect the downtown area,"
he said. "From a payroll point of
view, we’re an industry in terms of
the money we spend over there."
Evans said the university
spends "a lot of money" in the
downtown area, but said he did not
know how much money is spent.
James Hill, purchasing officer
at SJSU, said he also did not know
how much money the university
spends downtown. But, he said he
didn’t believe SJSU’s volume of
business with the downtown core
was "that significant."
"I don’t think it’s a whole lot of
business that we do downtown," Hill
said.
He added that the university
does do business with a sporting
goods store, two printers and an
equipment store.
"Evans may be thinking of the
business interest in the university,"
he said.
Evans said SJSU can use its
political muscle in dealing with the
student
city on issues such a
parking.
"We’re a large employer and a
large service group," he said.
"I think we’re an important part
of the city fabric, therefore, we have
a strong role to play," Evans said. I
see this role being encouraged by the
city - the city is deeply involved in
our stadium and we’ve been involved in the city’s transit study."
According to Evans, SJSU is one
of the largest residential campuses
in the CSUC system, second to San
Luis Obispo. Approximately 196
persons live in Spartan City and
1,788 students are dorm residents, he
said.
"If the downtown redevelopment agencies can get their act
together with the developer - if he
can find the funding he needs - I
think it (San Antonio Project) would
be very successful," Evans said.

Students ignore city plan
by Scott Mace
A.S. President Nancy McFadden said she has not given much
thought to getting SJSU students
involved in downtown San Jose
redevelopment.
A.S. council member Ken Schott
said "apathy" remains a key obstacle to making that student
community a reality.
At a recent meeting of the San
Jose City Planning Commission,
Schott and former A.S. Vice
President Joe Trippi were the only
two SJSU students to speak in favor
of the proposal to make 10th and Ilth
streets two-way.
The University Area Task
Force, a city-appointed group of
local residents, students, SJSU
officials and others, recommended
the change last year in order to
stabilize the neighborhood east of
campus so more student housing
could be built.
McFadden, who was unable to
attend the planning commission
meeting, urged council members to
attend the meeting.
"I’m disappointed at the small
turnout," Schott said at the meeting.
"I couldn’t get any frat brothers to
go. It’s hard for students to make
time for this kind of thing."
In an earlier interview, McFadden said the suggestions of the
task force had been "idealistic
rather than pragmatic."
Later, McFadden said she was
setting up a meeting with Rick
Marks, aide to Santa Clara County
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, to
discuss the problem of condominium
conversions, which could make
existing student housing even less
affordable.
McFadden admits AS. has few
links with the city of San Jose.
McFadden said the main concern is with providing more student
housing.
Schott said generally "students
could care less" about problems in
downtown San Jose.
Though there is a small group of
people interested in downtown
problems, "it’s always the same
people," Schott said.
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Battle over one-way streets
expected to break silence

rn’
photo by Ernest Redding

Fullerton active in city
by Morgan Hampton
Gail Fullerton sees herself as the "visible presence" of SJSU in the
community today.
Fullerton has become involved in a number of community
organizations. She is on the board of the San Jose Chamber of Commerce,
the board of the San Jose Symphony and the board of the Boy Scouts and
YWCA.
Two years ago Fullerton participated in a "Downtown San Jose Transit
Mobility Improvement Project," examining the impact of a planned conversion of First Street into a pedestrian center.
Fullerton said the outcome of her participating on the advisory board
was increased county transit bus service to the campus.
Getting to know community and city leaders on a first-name basis "is
part of my job," Fullerton said.
-I spend a tremendous amount of my time one way or another involved
in our relationship with the community," she said.
Her rapport with city officials is at the point where she often knows who
to call if she needs something done because of her civic participation.
But SJSU’s relationship with the city has not always been good.
A dispute over street parking around campus two years ago ended in a
court battle between the university and the city. The result was a city ban of
student parking along several residential streets adjacent to campus, which
remains in effect today.
Despite this row with the city and campus neighborhood residents,
Fullerton believes she "has come a long way" in improving relations with
the community.
Fullerton is particularly proud of her work on a "University Zone Task
Force" two years ago.
The task force of residents and city politicians studied ways of improving parking, public safety, land use and recreation in the university
area,
’I think that sort of thing is a very meaningful involvement with the
community, because it’s not just in the ’come to the open house’ context, it’s
rather ’how can we address common problems in a shared way, she said.
However, an attempt last year to solve common problems shared by the
city and the university fell through.
The university had a chance to work with the San Jose City
Redevelopment Agency, in a joint venture to build a combination shipping
mall and parking garage, where the university would have leased parking
space from the city.
Although redevelopment planners say the city was anxious to work with
the university. Fullerton said the plans never materialized because of
funding problems.
Even though a lease agreement with the city for parking was scrapped
by the university, Fullerton said better shopping facilities near campus
could be a boon for both the university and the city.
"I think a department store would be strongly used by both faculty and
staff and students from the campus," she said.
"You should have seen it in ’68," she said. "There was a period when it
was pretty much a deterioriated urban core wasteland," she said. "It has
come back a long way since that point in time."

San Jose’s urban core is the battleground between developing political forces. SJSU adminstrators have faulted this
scene for contributing to the university’s poor self -image and consequent low enrollment.
Political Science Prof. Terry
Christensen, who is a resident of the
downtown area, said the proposal to
make 10th and 11th streets two-way
"depends on a good turnout" when
the full city council considers it on
Dec. 11.
Trippi said the IFC, along with
the Pan -Hellenic Council, an

organization of SJSU sororities,
represents 1,000 students, is more
interested in downtown affairs
because its constituency lives in the
university area.
"The A.S. has to represent 27,000
students, many of whom are commuters," Trippi said.
x A good example of where the two

can be at odds is the 10th and 11th
Street issue, he added.
"If you’re a student living
around here, you want those streets
to be two-way to promote the student
community. If you commute, you
probably like them being one-way
and would rather have it that way,"
he said.

Still, Trippi said, commuter
students "have to realize what
they’re doing to this community by
bringing their cars into the area.
"They’re making it not a nice
place to live," he said.
So far, the IF(’ "hasn’t talked to
anyone" involved with downtown
redevelopment, Trippi said.
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nnouncements
SKI CLUB S SPECIAL ASPEhl
MEETING
on
Tuesday
in
November 20 at 1 30 p rn
S100 or the
Engineering 132

16 at 5 00 Who else
would bring you these fantastic
events except the people who
SKI CLUB Joe 268 2529
care
Baseball
and

SAL VAR OR

514 99 Err used tires. 56 THE
TIRE MARKET. tOiscount Tire
Warehouse).
Dell and
Sun
nyoaks Ave , Campbell Call III

recaps.

programs autographs
sports
memorabilia
CASH
See Dr, Lapin,
Tower 763, or ca 137 0111

evenings

STUDENT dental plan Take
enroll
care of your mouth
Information
at
.5
Nowt
Off Ice or call 371 sill

For Sale
10

CASH FOR YOUR COINS, any
coin’, up to 1960 I will pay SX
thew value, fOr older CitienS Sr

KARATE

ATTEND CARE for man Part
time. 1010 noon 54/hr Call 792
0449 from 1 4 p m
GOOD $ Set your own hours
Process service Call 195 6001.

Help Wanted

ALCOHOL from 310 10 percent
BE ERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N 4th St
31 6647
A FOUR DAY STORE
Wed thru Sat .9 6

Recycling

is open this sem
Wed . 702 p.m., and sat. and
94
pm
We
fake
Sun,
newspaper, cardboard, glass,
Center

Good prices
We are "unfurnishing" apart
ments close to campus On a
We
have
regular
basis

Nov 6 a talk will be given on
’The Fight tor Lake Tahoe "On
Nov 10, a bicycle trip through
Valley’s Vineyards and
Nov IS, a trip to Point Reyes
Any clues or into call Greg at

available

denettes, hedeabeds,
coffee and end tables, lamps.
rugs, dressers, desks, beds and
mese Cash and carry Call 295

21.1M6

7431

Freeway Coffeehouse
Take a study break Thursday,
NOv. 791h, 7.00.10 so 1,-"’ at 935
S. lOtti S1 lc rrrrr of 10th and

USED Books For Less Recycle
Bookstore, 91 E San Fernando
on corner of 3rd St Call 254

Napa

aluminum and tin cans. (please
flatten) and now motor oil

JOBS.
YACHTS,

Spartan
from
We’re across
Stadium on the corner of S Ith
Bring your
and Humbolt sts
recyclables and come out and
support us Volunteers welcome
GIVE the gift Only yOu can give
to someone yOu love, a beautiful

6275

San Salvador) Folk to relax by
with Jeff and friends, free
coffee, tea and conversation
Paul’s
Free parking at St

award winning portrait by John
Call John
.444.2311

DEAR STUDENTS, faculty and
employees
when
you
need
insurance, 8501 it nice to know
there is someone who can help
YOU with all your insurance
needs, I would entoy helping
you protect the good things you
have worked hard for

eves.
14151 273-743S Call colle.

with a

Stale Farm car, homeowners,
life and/Or health insurance
policy I would also erste!, the

Automotive

Gay Student Union is
Mr
organization
eve

OppOrtunity
MECHANIC

can
men
to
their
express
every
meet

housecalls

01 providing you
wall dependable protection and
prompt personal service
For
more Info please call
MORY STAR

Tune

up, oil change, rhasSiS lobe,
wheel balancing Larry 2119 9349

in the SO
at 11 em

CUSTOMIZING,

Guadalupe Room
Please come and share Our
sChildule for November and
December is 11/15 is Movie

pop

tops,

moon

body

mechanical

repair

253 3277
to review your insurance needs
at the time and place of your

roofs,

and painl,
CHUCK’S

con veneence

AUTO SERVICE CENTER, 3021
Monterey
Rd
Call S78.9000
FREE ESTIMATE

night 11/32. Thanksgsveng, no
meeting. 11:9. Carla, singing
17/6. dance
entertainment,
12, 13 Christmas party and last

PARKING
Storage
Fenced
and lit Convenient to SJSU
StS!rno 620 5 3rd St Call 279

/0 VW Bus Good cud, 57.000
Or best otter Call IV 7391

Lesbian
meeting
scheduled
caucus meets Wednesdays at
Center
Womens
pm
at
the
7 30
For more information, call 179
GAYS

Santo

NEEDED Nursing and clerical
personnel. Flexible h.rs, good
Aides, orderlies. 55.25/hr
$7!nr
R N ’5,
L V.N ’s.

pay

NEEDED Two reporters one
Oct
and
photographer
marketing assistant for Cal Hi
Sports, a new sports newspaper
high schools
covering Calif
Contact editor Mark Tennis at

personnel,
Cler Kai
Call
New
various
wages.
Horizons at 244.5552
IMMEDIATE openings in your
elderly
and

helping
area
Work
desabled
No
classes

’74

YAMAHA 650, eon cond..
5.000 ml. 56,500 or best offer

NEW HE %CELL Firefights 190,
SI00. Nordic.. GT’s. 10cm used

Call 22$ 9257 eves.

50, $50 Call 165 7919 Eves

part time female
drivers needed for transport of
autos to/from car dealers in San
SEVERAL

phone and
miles from
bike ride
N. 4th. St.,

PART TIME work for students,
5500 plus per month Set own

TEACHERS Needed III as soon
as possible to teach English
California
at
conversation
Language Institute in Japan
photo

College
Requirements
U S
good
graduate,
Personality(
willing to stay 2 years. $1,130 to
month.
Peeler
SI,S00
per
married couples, both able to

lernale
Mature
NEEDED.
Semi nude, nude. 310
models
Please contact Kim at

pr/hr

nd Trude Jaffe

1
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25
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31
33
37
38
39
40
41

ACROSS
Milldam
Rail bird
Poetic sadness
Tourist city of
India
Sacred image
Uneven
Took to one’s
heels
Ration of British
seamen in the
good old days
Island of the
Azores
Subject of international importance
Eastern title
Inlet
Guido’s note
Holly
Russet pear
Region of NE
Spain
Certain
walkers
Shoved
Moving at
random
Pie filling
.
Pincers: 1’ar.
Cocktails
Wizard ot
industry

1

43 Contents of one
basket
44 Full extent
47 Fuel
48 Syllable of a
retrain
49 45 inches
50 Exciting curiosity
55 -The Man With
out a Country57 Verve
58 Algerian port
59 I.ong legged
bird
60 Sailors’ saint
61 Pro 62 - Park,
Colorado town
63 Close
64 Winter blanket
DOWN
1 Egyptian political
gp. of 1916
2 He, in Italic
3 Makes choleric
4 Scientific devise
on ships, planes.
etc.
5 Greek letter
6 Gumbo
7 Lodgers
8 Novelist Thirkell
9 Skillful
II)- pro nobt.

11
12
13
21
22
26
27
28
29
30
’31
32
34
35
36
38
40
42
44
45
46
48
50
51
52
53
54
56

Mir

Faithful
Indian or river
Ease tension
Coeur de Lion
City in India
Rabble.rousers
Semitic sun god
Revel
Sculpture. for
instance
Dispossess orders
Baseball honor:
Abbr.
Recent Annapolis
graduate
Suspend
Greek goddess
Orthodontist’s
deg.
Preserve
Wine or river
Shiny fabric
Feel
Story structures
Apportion
General meaning
India, and others
Mythical hero of
the Hindus
Neighbor of
Afghanistan
Defense alliance
in Eur.
What rodents do
Continue to be
1111

Mr

allaill

IIIUUu

14
1 7

17,

mu.
39

4 1

Mil

FREE

anIV
needed

WOULD like to find a female
companion to love with a han
dicapped man Free rent Call
patter?
PH 1769
Please
be
because I have a vet. defect

donator to work 20 hours. week
$3 SO 54 00 an hour Typing and
required
St

Assistants) Call: SAN JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI

UU

BETTER

PROCESS
people to wore. You need your
own transportation and you
must be over 16 and
U.S
cetaen Work mostly at neght,
0.5 available Can help you get
gas if it IS rationed CII 297-1444

TYPING Service 6 yrs ep
papers,
term
theses,
*Oh
resumes, letters. etc Cal 732
7134

EXPERT
proofreading

typing
of

the

term

etc

Fast Service
Sheila 179 1129

Waft,
SI/pg. Call

a

Wedding

Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love, soft,
and
elegant
understood
by
everyone!
For
the
F Ines,
Wedding Photography, call John
atoll 23118.

Call 217

Put a buldge
in your wallet
use
WANT ADS
regularly

IBM Corr Selectric
Reports, term papers,

!corms’s. 20 years exp. Oualoty
work. Blossom Noll area Call
K ern. at 578.1716 Irons cam to
9 p.m

TYPING

Theses, term papers,

etc. Exp. and last. Reas rates.
Call 34’I674.

’Name Agency
B ERKELEY
Professional
services
Reasonable rates Open 9 a rn
to Ipm ME PHONE 287 1710
or drop by 122 E

EXPERIENCE
Try getting a
lob without it, SCALE offers one
to three units, tots experience
and valuable contacts Explore
yOur career aspirations and gain
in
community
aw

pried terns,

TYPING

St in
block

downtown
up
from

San Salvador
San Jose 11
the

Science

Bldg

ternships available in 51 degree
areas Register now SCALE is a
tree
SJSU
program
Old
Cafeteria Building
Call 277
2117

Bascom, 11 years experience,
Call 794 44.

?to

TUTORIAL
sessions
Latin,
Italian (plus lit and history).
education
(credentials
programs) Mrs
Lena C Vin
cent. MA (Latin). BA on Italy)
Certilled

’ fit

Near

As we enter into a
grand new decade.
anticipate bigger and better things!

Read all about it
December 6th
in the Spartan Daily

TERPRISES. SJSU s complete
buying
electronics

service with the widest selection
of the highest fidelity of the
lowest prices Nearly 300 brands
compacts.
corn
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Help Wanted

G

Services

Au rrrrr oilier!

ii

Lost will f

a

travel

ti!

Persona’s

ri

Strum

or Side

South San
Seleclric II
e. Blossom Valley area Cal
TYPING

dissertations. letters, tecchnocal
typing, etc. Famsharity with all

consumer

One

54

/

SJS
IBM

eves.

MUSK lovers max
minimire
and
money
mire
middlemen with AUDIO EN

Share room 111 1512 or 793 3663

58

ill
111

papers

MISERLY

on one acre of land
Delicious meals No smoking in
house Room. meals and utilities
included 5300 per person 5275

Mmiont rrrrr Three IFPIIA

10
muuuu
6?

tor

Theses.
typing
U.S. Pats by Stanford Liner
secretary on my 5 J home. Call
Pat al 4. 3311 days, or 297 1131

Stereo

ROOM and MEALS
One and 1/2 miles Horn school
peaceful, clean atmosphere weth
other students Large Southern

ASSOCIATION. 277-3233,

$

E UIC OPIII Typing Term
Resumes Theses. etc
Call 251 1068 yam totem
FAST

WEDDINGS: Harmony Center.
010, 0. Key. Beautiful, tasteful
cereneonfes.
Inter Denonureali
onal 923-4722.

14750 Clayton Rd , San
Jose Call 2$1 1276 alter 4 p m

Sr...ter N.tro. 411 rster

53

SOD
D. Call 998 0149

LOOK 1 NG

All
II

CII Shirley at 155 0540 after I 30

GODDESS, rock band available
for parties, dances. whatever.
For more foto., call 753 0702.

Single ger!
COTTAGE
Clean for i 1/2 hrs Car

town add; rrrrrrrrr ony add

50

Don.

IBM Corr

campus Call 286 1840

Housing

intermedeate
Accounting
20
yours per week, 53 SO 54.00 an
flour
I Work
Study I
Also
special protect coor
needed

4 71

Cal

Jose Blossom Valley area
Janet al 227 9525

toll Pm

TECHNICAL

MARRY

gaga.. Skip Garcia at

Golela. CA .0111

records and prepare financial
statements and tax
Must be enrolled en or completed

40

El

1 vIriNG
Occur. v. opal
and deadlines guaranteed Exp
and
reports
Masters
in
by
Approved
dissertations
Department
SJSU Graduate
South San
IBM Selectric II

6646

Send S3 to Alasco. P0 0002400

ill41
44

typist

LIVE MUSIC
for weddings,
parties. receptions Call vocalist

RATES

Ea

1

Services

Semi retired.

MIMI

IIII

1111

Non prolif
Min
p
at
ID 15 firs per

HIGH pay, WO 2,000 monthly
Parks, fisheries, logging sod
more now, where to get lobs

STUDENTS We offer pay plus
practical
experience
Head
accountant needed to maintaen

30
33

Attend
Pay 5150

SUMMER JOBS
IN ALASKA

coach
for
Male
WANTED
women’s gymnastics
Contact
Bruce
Irvine,
West
Valley
Gymn.fics School at 374.8692

26
29

counting student
arli 289 1200

Call 664

or

PROFESSIONAL

UNWANTED ha er removed by

enterfere with classes Previous
sales experience helptol, bur not

Study

wknds

registered leetrologist at 204 N
BOOKKEEPER
agen
1!2 time

working only 21 to 25 hours
Perfect
for
Won’t
Students

1111

ill28

female

1343

responsible people who want to
earn 1,100 10 5400 per week,

111

20

TIME

Must have car

RESPONSIBLE?
Restaurant
help needed at A and W 735 The
Alameda
Short Hr/Wk
791

PART TIME work for sludents
We have a few posPions open tor

(Work

GOOD trp0t Close to campus
Call
thesis. etc
Mnuscropts
or
Dorothy at Hs 8723 eves

TYPING

INTELLIGENT

typing

Si to Peace Inc . P 0 Box 17740.
Denver, CO 50327 Deadlue Jan
31, 1910 PEACE INC . 17051 W
Dumbarten, Morrison, CO 80465

Care

Expenses

stuns

TERM papers
thesis typed
Seiectric
wilts
IBM
Call V
type balls
1IMUN
Norris al /17 1035

Si pg

Connie and Gary 167 0792 lam

Select,.

EASY

Per hr Flexible hrs 3 days Per
wk Call 289 1916
’

Mar, CA 92425

general office

Call 757 1038

fnecnine
4355

Typing

PROFESSIONAL

LIVE with a family in England
Or 599 95. summer 1980 Ex
pereence English culture fir
sthand For ...patron
send

PART

Summer,
America.
All fields

We tr..,

ac

or
Book length
equivHent manuscript with no
IBM
immediate
deadline

kinds

Sightseeing
Expenses
paid
Free info Write. 1JC, Box 52 511
Corona Del Mar, Ca 92415

Send
sell
ad
Guaranteed
dressed, stamped envelope to
DEXTER ENTERPRISES, 3039
Shrine PI LA, Ca 90007

paid Sightseeeng For free enfO.
write IJC. 000 52 5B, Corona Del

necessary
0400

Company, 444 E WillIam St
110th and Wm. sts 1 MonFri
4, Sat., 9.5: Sun.. 17 5 2 blOCkS
from campus Call.] 1613

TO Mike the Pike. Big Mac, and

blood test No waiting period Be
married near campus by Rev

EXTRA
INCOME.
5500/1,000 Stuffing envelopes

ALL AMERICAN COPY INC.
No elle required. Part or full
teme. 407 E Santa Clara St.
between 9th and 10th sts I

1979 Los Aeries Item Synakale

Camping tours
Club Med
and
Planning
Travel
Trip

all the Peke Pledges Good luck
week Diane
during

HPP1
HOUSE
Restaurants
Inc. is expanding and needs new
employees Positions open for

OvE RSEAS
JOBS
Sum
mer year
round
Europe,
S
Ar11,1<a. Australia. Asia, Etc
All Fields S500 $1.200 monthly.

0197

Edited by Margaret F

Lu
map selection
Backpacks .. Hard to hood travel
Voltage
con
rrrrrr s
books ...

/90 1300

today. Legal if both
over Is and hyena together
Absolutely
confidential
No

m. or 2 to Sp. 61S N Sth St.

Kitakyushu,

JOBS
year round Europe, S
Austra lea, Asia, etc
.00 $1,130 monthly.

I AM a warm, sensitive, han
dicapped man with a speech
detect I would like to share my
thoughts and my feelings with a
woman companion Please call

hours Call Lorraine at 371 9733

tralnees and counter
people We need full and part
time people for all shells. Call
795 5141 between 8.30 and It

tea., with some experience
Contact
children
teaching
Yamaha
Nahara.
Mr chero
UonlaChr,
Bldg
OF,
1 1 1

OVERSEAS

ann.

Jose area. Flex hrs. avail. Start
at fol.SO/hr Call George at 703
9.9,MAACO Auto Painting.

Art West Studios, P.O. Box 1931,
Los Gatos, CA 95030. or call 374-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Wounded "Bird,"
typist ex

with good driving record Male
and female. earn 550 a day. Call
King Cab Company 2. 9044.

assistant

manager One person needed to
bye in studio apartment and
help with the management
Handyman experience helpful

Pa Ku,

of

CAB DRIVERS NEEDED Full
time and part time drivers
needed, 25 years of age or older

Futon:Ha, Japan

3517

TOW littlesisters.
NAPPY

wide

and tickets .. Insurance

JUDY Your a hot pledge mom
Take care oh Jose. Love en
L S P
your Pledge Daughter,
Pat

book

Bum Wing. Eper,
cell.? machine.

your school hours. Call 2614447
or 295 7438.

and

Meagre
1 ... Hawaii
Asoa
Afri.
Australia ... South and Central
Jet fleghts
America
U.S .
I services and
anywhere r
International
discount fares

’Cob
p
P17:eSent
ern
Youth hoStel cards
Student ships and trains
Intel European flight boakengs

typeng

Leeengthy
deadline,

long
ego yea lent
eob,

Floor covering layers,
miner plumbing, electrical Be
carpentry, interior and exterior
painting (any Or all Of the
abort). Work part time to fit

resume

StudentI Services Open 7
days a week Budget Flights 19110
Domestic and international let
floghts anywhere at discount
We also represent all
fares
Including
charter operators

removed
UNWANTED
hair
.
Specialost
con
.1.11 S. BaYwand Ad,,
banJose, Call 747 MA

Fast,

typist

Deadlines gurain
teed Low rates C11 Jeannie at
04 197S

Student Identely Card Issuance
Youlloraol ORO Britrad

to the
CONGRATULATIONS
fall ’79 pledge class of Sigma
Alplia Mu. Lots ofluck and love!

rep

ISM CorrecIrk Selectee<

WANTED

fa

pr/hr.

Free rent includes
Cable TV. Units are 2
campus. an easy
Apply at BMA, 1040
Wed thru Sat.. 9014.

PERMANENT hair removal by
FAY, Call 866 7311, Mori, and

able

perienced

wee.

on West
moat. Hope you have a great
day on Him. Thanks so much!
Lore, Dimas.

WANTED
I.

Personals

your
experience
Rekedy
neCessary
Homemakers Call 294 1344

around

EN

Travel

bag
w
Athletic
LOST
racquetball equip and clothes
Wed am Fell off motor", le on
San Fernando Cali Vic at 0/
11653 atter 10 o rn

58.50/hr .

Work week
PART Igoe am
days or weekends in Los Gatos
for disabled graduate student.
54/hr . Call 356.2716, in a.m.
I

to

Box
60179
CA 9S840 2535 Watt Ave

CRU1SEWORLD.

Spencer. 257 1809

Send

time ex.. M/W. ask for Ken
Students
and
fatuity
only
please Check SO board for

claim

No

REFERRALS

INFO .

available all live days mon. thru
frt. between 3p.m. and 7p.m.
. Will
Must be excellent
Mrs.
Call
53.71i/hr
train

APARTMENT-

U.M.C. nruel door. Sponsored by
Paul’s United Methodist
St.
Young
Adult
Church
M. rrrr es.

REVISING, 14114411, organ icing
term
reports,
manuSCropts,
unison
con.
also
.
saltation. Call Dare at 347-0217.

STUDENT to assist on tosaclung
remedial reading a rrrrr 1520
be
Must
week.
hours
per

HANDYMAN

Cal 25$ 5550 any

specials AUDIO
TERPRISES HAS IT.

experience Good pay. Europe.
Amer
World,
Austral., So
Send 54 95 or APPLICATION,

24S S194
USED furniture

labor Due washer and 5 fr.
Tapes
LP’s with any system
Ana rrrrr s your at cosi with
aelore
purchase
more
$IN or
coo buy elsewhere check the

Ti calculator
north
FOUND
side of Seventh St garage Base
Of stairwell
Call 27) 1549 to

MEN! WOMEN.
CR.JISESHIPS.

lastly Very Mlle actual work in
putting it together and you only
need a small space to do it NO
ADDITIVES! Pure malt Costs
1,2 the price of store bought
the
vary
can
You
beer

owns with full warranty 10 day
shipped
exchange
wholesale
front
direct
distributors to you in I to II
days 0..41 1 yr parts and

PROF
rurete

defective

weekly
TYPIST for law term Full/pt
time Will train Call E Guild at
179 3078 or 793 5318 for into

Free drinks 560 in chips, much
more $150 or best ober Only
one. so lees? come first served
Call Jim S at 279 9629

oller

it
is
Now
BEERMAKING
legal( You can be drinking your
own import type brew in 3 to 4
weeks New recipe tastes fan

INTERESTED in outdoor ad
ventures? Come Iv he SJSU
Sierra Club meeting every Sues
night at 730 in
the
S U
Here are
Guadalupe Room
some coming attractions! On

793 3643

Lost & Found

Da is Enterprises. Box 1727 CC,
Vancouver, WA tsmi

White Tiger School

of Self Defense special
494 0126 5 lessons for $70

es...
and
0,0
Portents
equIpmene for the cr, home
Also TV’s
stage or studio
VCR’s and rodeo games All

low AE price

ad dressed envelope for details

sn Call 29?

iscryl and v.. T set
147S eves

I

sell

stamped,

Send

515,100

DRAFTING table. wood. board.
24.36" with new yen yl drawing
surface Ado height S45 Pickeit

Cmpbell.

Boa 101

ROOM tor rent in 5 bdrre house
15 minutes Horn SJS S100 my
Cali 221 063, lot more into

SUPPLEMENT your income I
envelopes
home
stuff one

Mon Fri

Pm

Please call 293 6359 Or

usually

Groan.

shape
Just
months old, ear
pock up the rest of payment Call
147 0126

music and valley views are a
nonverbal
almost
delightful.
say to unwind. Limited to the
first s. men and six women who
call to reserve 354 0086 after 5

ready and mind We will use our
breath as a tool to rest our
minds, emotions and tensions
Students with I D receive SO
percent Oil/mo. Non students,

gayness

141 spots Call Dave at 745 5896

m

wr ile P0
C 1’5008

a larniiy
eves
or

rent in
179 1111

Deno!
%185 0 bdrm 5255 CHI
rrrrr s abler e 30 p m or leve a
nole at 536 S 8111 Si

D ikccount reps needed E au
pre’ tor K FRC spoosoree Cal

UNITED Hall fare coupon S35
Call Jane J at 277 3141 T Th 55,
or 255 1023 6 7 am and alter

ROOM tor
some
Call

TWO APARTMENTS Our rent

022 after S p m

3 days. 2
over MO Includes
nights an your choice of hotel

and San Fernando Call 177 7964

GENTLE FRIDAY
A
FOR
EVENING. loin Roe and friends
for massage and hot tub on 1st
and 3rd Fri... A safe place.
of
candlelit evenings
these

Day and
YOGA meditation
Emphasis will be
night Cl
our
relaxing
toward
dor ected

and
and
We

visiting
British
professor
512, hr
working in clay briar.m
minimum Shape good humor
sensitivity

SKIS for sale AlornK 180s with
Solomon bindings. Srt Call 9911

2029.

1118 or 991 2416

lesbians
socialise

Thorn..

ORGAN

silver dollars 9X. 1943413 or 243

BL LET classes and exercise
All ages, all levels Personal
attention, detailed instruction
School of Ballet Arts Call 216

GS5,1

with
temle
ATTRACTIVE
youthful nude figure sought as
part lime sculptor s model by

off

TRIP to Tahoe for 2 Won in
contest and am selling Worth

6917

Gardens

Snow

Tran
Os RAMIILER Classic
sportation !ar Best offer Call
mornings
or
2114.94
pa.’ iv

SER
COUNSELING
SJSU
VICES Available to all students
with
help
like
would
who
or
personal
vocational,
academec concerns Come see
us in our new office Room 773.
7th
Buelding,
AdministratIon

Bus

MOVING and hauling I have
small Covered truck and .1100
all
of lobs Call ROY at 294

SPARTAN

and

I 5

AIRLINES

Onte two left $TS ea
Call /114 inn Best offer may be
considered
coupons

series

world

statues.
QUICK

S30/mo

Mud

64 VW Bus Body cherry, rust
int
good tires
Needs mg
overhaul $950 or best offer Cali
Dave at 291 1440

GREENPECE w,lI meet Wed.
Nov 24 in the S U Guadalupe
Room at, p m

cards.

and

UNITED

9

0490

wives favorites and are superb(
11 00 plus tax at the Spartan
Bookstore Gilt wrapped

Friday Nov

yearbooks

RECAPS sInfl 83 series small
Lifetime Guarantee 83 series
large Sling Radial r0 series

LOOKING for a special X was
ail. Guy the SJSU Associates
Cookbook ’Easy and Elegant"
and help the Scholarship Fund
Give it as a gift buy another for
yourself The recipes are faculty

balance is due Come out and
hear the latest and meet the
People who win make Aspen
Rock. Next Tailgate Party is

WANTED

HEALTH WAY FOOD
drinks that give you energy with
umple, wholesome, nourish.,
iyes 126 SAN
food ve

November 28. 1979

Enclosed is S

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

SAN JOSE STA E UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95114

Fm

Days

Dendime two els. yr.

rrrr

endue xfiitei

November 28, 1979
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LOST

Call to respect Iranians
The SJSU Senate is the only one of the 19 CSUC
.eaatiaued from page i
senates to vote in favor of student participation on the
Elliott said the referendum "puts the faculty in an
faculty review committees.
awkward position that they’re not willing to even exTwenty percent of the electorate of the Senate
penrnent with student non -voting participation. I think
approximately 204 full-time faculty members must
the faculty here and those around the state are making
petition for a referendum. Buzanski said enough
a terrible mistake."
signatures have already been collected.
"I’ve heard anywhere from 185 to 240 are needed
and I have in my possession around 200," he said.
The petition must be presented to the Senate within
The Environmental Information Center will host
20 working days after the action was first reported,
its second annual open house tomorrow to publicize a
which was at the meeting Monday. Therefore, the
variety of its materials available to students and the
referendum may not take place until next semester.
public.
Appointed to seats on the Student Grievance
The center, located on Fifth Street in Building U,
Committee were Bill McCraw and Michael O’Flynn;
near Duncan Hall, will be open from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Organization and Government Committee, Toni Black;
Free refreshments will be served.
Athletics Board, Gay D’Asaro and Ken Kline.

by

WHATS BEEN EATING JOAN ANS)
TINA LATELY ? THE YVE. BEE 1.1
ACTING LIKE REAL_ JER(S.

Paul Scott Stewart

/WELL , 1.10.4 wouLD Yo4)

IP You WENT W)NtE foR
TVIANKSGIVIN6. ONLY TO F IND
YOUR PARENTS HAD MokiED
AWAY?

Center hosts open house

Dining Commons audit
will remain confidential
by Denise Downer
Results of an audit conducted by
Spartan Shops to determine the cost of
food allegedly taken from the Dining
Commons by Emil Estopare before his
arrest in September will not be released,
said Lorraine David, food service
director.
The dollar amount of the food taken
cannot be disclosed because the case
charging Estopare with theft is pending,
David said.

Class schedule
errors corrected
The Division of Technology has
corrected three class schedule errors
which appeared in the SJSU Spnng 1980
Catalog.
Photo I lab, section 31, code 36212 will
meet Wednesdays at 1030-1320 in Duncan
Hall, Room 406.
Photo 125, close up photography, code
36444, is scheduled now for 1Th at 930-1220
in MacQuarrie Hall, Room 533.
Photo
110-2,
intermediate
photography, code 36352 has been cancelled,

Estopare, 49, has been charged with
stealing provisions to make 7,232 roast
beef, turkey and ham sandwiches, according to the Santa Clara County
District Attorney’s office.
University Police Investigator
Richard Malone said Estopare sold the
sandwiches to Good Samaritan Hospital
for about $6,000.
The actual cost of food usually
ranges from 35 to 40 percent of the selling
price, David said.
The food service director said she
does not know if the money Estopare
allegedly made selling food from his
home at 4395 Scottsfield Drive will be
returned to the Dining Commons.
"I don’t know the legalities or what
the procedures are," David said.
Estopare did write out two checks
totaling $491. David said. But, it was not
used to buy some of the meat.
"The checks were given to the
drivers," she said.
David said she moved to an office in
the Dining Commons in August, two
months after the food thefts began.
The Dining Commons is currently
without a manager. Advertisements for a
new manager are now in trade
magazines.
-We should get excellent responses,"
David said. The interviews will be conducted before mid -December.

spartaguide
Greenpeace will hold a
meeting at 2 p.m. today in
the S.U. Guadalupe room.
A guest from the E.F.
Hutton stockbroking firm
will speak and the
Marketing Club will listen
at 7:30 tonight in the S.U.
Almaden Room. Call Dan
Frey at 733-3128 for further
information.
The organization of
is
Students
Arab
celebrating an international day of
solidarity
with
the
Palestinian people at 2
p.m. today in the Old
Science Building, room 210.
El Circulo Hispanico,
the Spanish Club, will hold
their weekly meeting at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Foreign
Languages
Building, room 8A
The Society for Advancement of Management
oSAM.) is featuring a
speaker tonight at 8 at the
Outlook restaurant in the
Pruneyard in Campbell. A
social hour will be held at 7
p.m. For further information contact Tom at
356-1844.

The Chicana Alliance
will meet at 4 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Almaden Room.
Gary Fischer will
speak on stewardship at
the meeting of the InterVarsity
Christian
Fellowship at 7 tomorrow
night in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
Black Students of
Engineering o B.S.E. I will
meet at 7 tonight in
Engineering, room 167. For
more details, call Henry
Gage, Jr. at 274-2897.

Career Exploration
Days will be held today and
tomorrow from 10 a.m.
until 3 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. Over 65
employers
will
be
represented. For details,
call Margaret Wilkes at
277-2816.
A Red Cross blood
drive, sponsored by the
Arnold Air Society, will
beheld today through
Friday
in
Business
Classrooms 1 and 4. For
more information, call Jim
Badana at 294-3381.
Campus Ambassadors
sponsor a bible study at
12:30 p.m. every Thursdayin the S.U. cafe. Call
John Scardina at 264-5079
for more information.

Chicanos in Medicine
will elect officers at 7
tonight in the Education
Building, room 211. Contact
Raul Calanche at 277-2404
for details.

The Akbayan Filipino
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow
in
the
S.U.Guadalupe Room. Call
Fred Reyes at 265-5718 for
more information.

The Human Resource
Administration Club will
meet at 7 p.m. tomorrow in
Business Tower, room 150
to discuss "Men and
Women in the Corporation."

The Nurses’ Christian
Fellowship will have a
bible study at 4:30
p.m.tomorrow in the S.U.
Montalvo Room.
Chicano
Business
Students’ Association will
be electing spring officers
at 1:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Pacheco Room.

CONTACT LENSES
all fittings/services
for students
DR PETER ROSS
267 4400

SAN JOSE ART 1
Paint & Wa’Ipaper Co.
FOR THE FINEST IN

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING
WITH DISTURBED CHILDREN?

Rrt
Materials

io

o.

l’-io

or-ooto.1)
ii l’’

Valley Fair Center
San Jose Ca
249-8700

(nt., t RUDY FLORES at 374.9050

365 San Antonio Rd
Mtn View Ca 941-3600

ZONTA CHILDREN’S CENTER
4300 Bucknoll Rd., S.J. 95130

’0
8 30 5 30
Mon Sat

VF Store also Open Weeknights til 9 8 Sun 12 to 5
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Foreigners converse in program
The foreign student is proficient in
the reading and writing of English after
many years of textbook drills in his
native country. But the quick -paced
every day American conversation, with
as slang and idioms, can puzzle him.
English in Action, an English conversation program for foreign students
was created by English Prof. Ruth Roche
a few years ago to help acculturate
students new to America.
Students who need help with conversational English or just a friend to
talk to are matched with volunteer
"conversation leaders" from the community and SJSU, Roche said.
The program today is "too complicated for Ruth to handle by herself,"

Emeritus English Prof. Lois Henderson
said, so this year Roche has turned over
much of the volunteer recruitment to
others.
Henderson refers students and
community residents interested in
tutoring English conversation to Don
Hayden, coordinator of the program.
Active with the Community Committee
for International Students, Hayden has
been a conversation leader for about
seven years, according to Roche.
Community residents report directly
to Hayden. SJSU students who wish to be
conversation leaders need to obtain
Roche’s signature in order to receive
credit for the two hours a week spent
tutoring, Henderson said.

We have what 25,822
San Jose State students want.

THE ARMY NEEDS
PART-TIME OFFICERS,T00.
,crvint.tiip active duty
commitment atter college
I-. stopping you from
.iuiillorne
in ,td
I
we have
rnfR..:esTi(.:.
aption
n o
fort hoe who
WHIt to
The Reserve option
aIII ws you to serve as a parttime officer in your local
Army Reserve or Army
Natitmal Guard unit.
emoy some ot the
"Mlle
Ilene tits a tun -time officer does,
xvhde ii -nu Your ROTC
1,..adership training to build a

reworLinn..!

career.
And to add to your
civilian pay, you’ll earn a
good part-time income, for
working a feW
hours a month
usually one weekend) and
two full weeks a year
SO LIOn’t let an active
duty commitment cause y011
to ral..s up the benefits of
Army ROTC. Enroll today.
Because the Army needs
part-time officers. too.
For more information,
Call Chris Clarki.

at 277-2985
Something for the future. Tomorrow’s happiness
success and security can all begin with a visit to Career
It’s an excellent opportunity for all
Exploration days.
students, regardless of age, class level or major to meet and
talk with informative representatives from many different
comnanies. Come and explore current and future careers.

Career Exploration Days
Student Union, Ballroom - November 28 & 29
10 am - 3 pm
Sponsored by
tiool of Business Alumni Association
School of Business Equal Opportunity Program
Career Planning and Placement

ARMY ROTC.

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.

Sophomores who enroll in the
San Jose RoTc program
of
opportimil
has t’ thu
earning $6500 through one ol
our special iirograms.
Conic io Room 310 Mac
()mune Hall and rheek miii
his oiler.

